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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
._

_
4 ---

5 In the Matter of: }

]
6 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ] Docket No. 50-289SP

]
7 (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, ] (Restart Remand on

Unit No. 1) ] Management)
8 ]

Room 1569
Main Capitol Building

g) Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

11 Friday, November 16, 1984

12 The hearing in the above-entitled matter was convened,

13 pursuant to adjournment, at 9:00 a.m.
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,

k) 2 JUDGE SMITH: On the record.

3 You may proceed, Mr. Blake.

p
(_/ 4 MR. BLAKE: Our next witness is Edwin Zebroski.

5 Mr. Zebroski has not been previously sworn.

6 MR. McBRIDE: Mr. Chairman, members of the Board, my

7 name is Michael F. McBride, with the law firm of LeBoeuf,

8 Lamb, Leiby & McRae, 1333 New IIampshire Avenue, Northwest,

9 Washington, D.C.

10 JUDGE SMITil: Is your microphone on?

11 MR. McBRIDE: Yes. Did you hear me?
,

12 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, with t c me difficulty.

(~' 13 f1R. McBRIDE: My name is Michael F. McBride, with the
D}

14 law firm of LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & McRae, 1333 New Hampshire

15 Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C., 20036.
i

16 I simply wanted the record to reflect that I am

17 present this morning as personal counsel for Dr. Zebroski,

18 As the Board knows, I have previously entered an

19 appearance on his behalf because of some procedural issues

20 that have arisen.

21 I don't expect to have to participate this morning,

-

22 but I simply wanted the record to reflect that I am present.

23 JUDGE SMITH: Dr. Zebroski, would you stand and

24 accept the oath, please?

.

u
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j2
1 Whereupon,

('/'\(- 2 EDWIN L. ZEBROSKI

3 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn,
p
(_) 4 was examined and testified as follows:

5 DIRECT EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. BLAKE:

7 G Dr. Zebroski, would you please state your full

8 name and business address?

9 A My name is Edwin --

10 0 Dr. Zebroski, before you commence, there is a

11 button on the microphone in front of you which, if it is

12 turned in the right direction, turns on a red light; and then

(~'%)}
you will want to pull the microphone as close to you as13

14 possible. It doesn't pick up over a distance at all, so put

15 it very close up.

16 Again, if you will just state your name and business

17 address.

18 A. My name is Edwin L. Zebroski. My business

19 address is Electric Power Research Institute, 3412 Bellevere

20 Avenue, Palo Alto, California, 94303.

21 G Dr. Zebroski, do you have before you a copy of a

22 document dated November 1, 1984, and entitled " Testimony of

23 E.L. Zebroski"?

24 A I do.

O)(_'

25 G Was this document prepared by you?

- _ _ -- _ _ _ __ - ___ . .- _ _ - . _ . -. . _ . . , _ . _ . . _ -
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j3
1 A Yes.

, - .

I i
\/ 2 O Do you adopt this as your testimony in this

3 proceeding?
,-,
(_/ 4 A I do.

5 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Smith, I ask that the document

6 entitled " Testimony of E.L. Zebroski" comprised of 12 pages

7 be accepted as Dr. Zebroski's testimony in this proceeding

8 and be physically incorporated into the record just as though

9 read.

10 JUDGE SMITH: Are there objections?

11 MS. BERNABEI: Yes. I at this time move to strike the

12 testimony in its entirety. I don't think it is relevant to

13 any issue before the Board.

14 Mr. Zebroski, as is clear from his testimony, did not

15 arrive on site until March 31. The only possible relevance

16 that I see is the conversations wi th Mr. Dieckamp after he

17 arrived on site on March 31.

18 I think given that other testimony has not been per-

19 mitted on that subject, his should not be. Therefore, I

I 2 would move to strike the entirety of his testimony on the

21 grounds of irrelevance other than the specific portions on

22 his conversations with Mr. Dieckamp, which I would move to(}
23 strike on the grounds of irrelevance.

24 JUDGE SMITH: The testimony is clearly relevant.
O)%,

25 There may be portions of it specifically which you might have

|
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'j4
1 legitimate objections to, but in its entirety the overall is

| 2- clearly-relevant and'your objection on that basis is over-

3 ruled.
.r'

.

4 Do you have further objections?.

5 .MS. BERNABEI: I had two objections. One was on the
,

i
j 6 grounds that it was not relevant; the second is that his con-

7 versations with Mr. Dieckamp should not be permitted in the
d

8 record if Dr. Gilinsky an'd Mr. Bradford's recollections are

'
; 9 not.

10 JUDGE SMITH: I'm sorry;.I thought you said that his

| 11 conversations with Mr. Dieckamp should be accepted.

12 If that is your objection, that is overruled, too,
:

1 13 and the testimony is received. It will be bound into the

i
j 14 transcript.
I

i, 15 (The document follows:)
!

'

16

)

| 17
1

'

18
;i

19
',
'

;
i

20
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'd' November 1, 1984

|

( ,j UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
''' '

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In'the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289 SP
) (Restart-Management Remand)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) ')-

TESTIMONY CF E. L. ZEBROSKI

My name is Edwin L. Zebroski. My current position is

Chief Nuclear Scientist at the Energy Study Center, a part of

( }7
f

/ the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in Palo Alto,
~/

California. EPRI is the research arm of the electric utility

industry. Prior to joining EPRI, I held various design and de-

velopment positions in Stanford Research Institute, (Physics

Department), and in the General Electric Company, Research Lab-

oratory, and in the Nuclear Energy Division. My training in-

cludes degrees in Science from the University of Chicago and
the University of California. I am a registered Professional

Engineer, and a member of the National Academy of L._gineering.

I have authored or co-authored over 120 technical publications

and patents relating to the basic and applied science of nucle-

ar energy. A major area of my specialization during the period

i 1965-1976 w= ; the behavior of nuclear fuel under various
\ (~h

\-) operating conditions, including transients and accidents.

|

I

|
|
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The purpose of my testimony is to cover three main points,p_
t \
kl based on my personal observations and involvement as a member

of the Industry Advisory Group, convened at Three Mile Island !

(q,1 in the early days following the accident:

1. The extent to which there was a rapid learning

curve evident in the days immediately after the acci-

dent, in respect to organizing, and interpreting, the

large volume of plant data, and in sorting out dif-

ferent views and speculation as to the extent and na-

ture of the damtge to the reactor, by focusing on
,

i

generation of hydrogen as illustrative of this learn- |
|ing curve. I

12. The extent to which related uncertainties re- !,m

( j) mained for months after the accident, reflecting the
:

/

limited general state of knowledge of severe core

accidents at that time.

3. The extent and nature of the involvement of Mr.

Herman Dieckamp in the activitics and technical dis-
|

cussions of the Industry Advisory Group during the
period of my observation.

At e time of the TMI-2 accident, I was Director of the

Nuclear Systems and Materials Department at EPRI, which con-

() ducts research and development programs aimed at improved life-
| time, reliability, and cost-effectiveness of components, fuels,

,

-
-2-

___________________________R
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and systems of Nuclear. Power Plants. -(Mr. Dieckamp was gener-7s
t )
'' '

ally aware of these programs through his participation in prior

years in two of the advisory committees which serve EPRI.) At

() a Research Advisory Committee meeting in Scottsdale, Arizona,

Dr. S. Bartnoff of GPU reported to the Committee on March 29

and again on the morning of March 30, that an incident had oc-

curred at TMI-2. Later in the morning of March 30, Mr.
s

Culler, the President of EPRI, reported to the same meeting on

a phone call from Mr. Dieckamp which indicated that the situa-

tion had deteriorated relative to the perceptions on the previ-

ous day and that technical support help from EPRI was needed.

Mr. Culler agreed to send technical assistance to TMI, ini-

tially consisting of Mr. Milton Levenson, then Director of the

Nuclear Division at EPRI, and myself. Mr. Dieckamp outlined

four basic tasks which needed technical support; I was asked to

undertake the first task which was Core Damage Assessment.

After a conference call on March 30 with Mr. Robert Keaten
of GPU, I traveled to TMI, arriving on the morning of March 31.4

Office and conference space was made available at the National

Guard Armory adjacent to the Harrisburg airport. An initial

meeting to review the situation was organized and the technical

review discussion was led by Mr. Dieckamp on'the afternoon of

March 31. Sometime during March 31, I became aware of the

pressure spike which occurred shortly before 2:00 p.m. on March

( 28, 1979. I remained at TMI intermittently for the next four

weeks, serving as co-leader of the Industry Advisory Group

O
-3-
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|
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,
- which was assembled to provide calculations, and evaluation of

i ))'s options for maintaining control and safety of the reactor sys-

tem.
-

k_)s
My investigative efforts on core damage at TMI during the

initial days following the accident centered on several ques-

.

tions:-namely, (1)'the postulated hazard from the gas bubble in

the reactor, (2) the possible extent of core damage, and (3)

possible means for removing the gas bubble.

The gas bubble evident in the reactor was postulated to be

potentially subject to ignition and explosion creating a sense

of immediate pot'ential for catastrophe. This potential appar-

ently was first postulated about March 30th, and was reported

in the national media with banner headlines. Various people(')-( ,/ from national laboratories discussed the explosive potential.

The President's Science Advisor was reported to have commented

that New York City and Philadelphia might be exposed to severe

radiation if the bubble were to explode. A helicopter re-

portedly was dispatched to bring sacks of oxygen-absorbing

chemicals (like sodium hyposulfite, a chemical used in photog-
raphy).

In the telephone call with Mr. Robert Keaten of CPU on

March 30 (mentioned earlier) he noted that he had become aware
of a gas bubble in the reactor vessel but did not know its

() source or its full composition. He hypothesized that it might

contain some air, from air dissolved in the borated water used

( to assure safa nuclear shutdown of the reactor.

,

-4- !
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,
I stated to Mr. Keaten my belief that oxygen could not be

~ %,./ present in the reactor vessel and that no explosion was possi-

ble. I repeated this position later in meetings with NRC peo-

() ple on site (Stello, Vollmer, and Mattson) during the period

March 31 to April 2, quoting the extensive literature on this

subject dating to the'1950's and 1960's. The basic scientific

information was that the presence of even small amounts of hy-

drogen suppressed the effect of radiation on water. (In the

absence of excess hydrogen, radiation ~ acting on water can pro-

duce hydrogen and oxygen in a volume ratio of 2 to 1, which is

an explosive mixture.)

Apparently none of the staffs or the officials of the var-

ious government agencies involved were aware that since the

/ mid-1950's, hydrogen was routinely used in all pressurized

water reactors -- both Navy and civilian power -- to prevent

the formation of oxygen-hydrogen mixtures by radiolysis. I

urged the NRC representatives to make telephone calls to the

national laboratories (Brookhaven, Argonne, and Oak Ridge)

where the scientific and test work had been done to check out
this information. This work was widely published in technical

papera, and covered in textbooks on nuclear engineering.

By about April 2nd or 3rd, the NRC decided that the evi-

dence against the possibility of a hydrogen-oxygen explosion

was indeed unquestionable, and the bubble was disappearing.

This was announced publicly, with the comment that previous

() ~~

_ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ R
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.

concerns of possible. explosion kere due to overly conservative
' (')
Ts / calculations. (It was.later evident that the earlier inquiries

I
to the national. laboratories did not indicate that hydrogen was [

()- present in the reactor vessel.)

,

.During the same days I was also continuing my efforts to

estimate the extent of cora damage. The prevailing state of

knowledge on possible reactor core damage as of 1979 was the
i

analysis in the report Wash-1400. This report, and the related

; NRC calculations used in licensing, postulated that if cooling

water was lost, the fuel would fail (distort and leak) due to,

high temperature, and that the reactor core would then proceed

to melt down with extensive spread of the bulk of the radioac-

tive elements in the fuel (up to 70% of the total). The infor-

7'' mation available to me March 30 through April 4 did not corre-

#
spond to such a degree of severity. The observations available

March 30 and 31, (including the pressure spike and the indica-

tions of high levels of gaseous radioactive elements, but enly

small amounts of iodine and cesium) was that a significant

fraction of the fuel was certainly perforated, releasing most

of the rare gases. The apparent evidence that only a small.

fraction of the iodine and cesium were released was consistent
,

with perforation of fuel cladding, but not necessarily gross

l disruption or melting of fuel. If major core damage were

present, a large fraction (up to 70%) of the iodine and cesium

() would be expected to be volatilized -- according to the pre-

valling calculations accepted by the NRC.

| )
6-

n
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'

The pressure spike was evidence of the probable presence
ID
(m/ of enough hydrogen to burn, but of itself was not evidence of

how much had been produced. Small amounts of hydrogen -- as

j]) low as 4% in air, are known to be capable of ignition -- which

would result in a pressure pulse, even if there was simply

burning rather than explosion. I was aware that hydrogen gas

from gas cylinders is routinely used to provide a small amount

of hydrogen dissolved in the reactor coolant. As noted earli-

er, the dissolved hydrogen is used to prevent the decomposition

of water by rrliation (radiolysis), which would otherwise form

oxygen and hydrogen. There was an evident need to determine

whether some hydrogen cylinders or piping might have leaked hy-

drogen into the containment, which then could be ignited when a

relay or motor was actuated or started.

(\d Another possible source of hydrogen was recognized to be

from the reaction of zirconium with steam at high temperatures.

This was also plausible but did not of itself necessarily imply

more extensive fuel damage than just perforation from localized

overheating. Localized overheating alone could cause clad bal-

looning and rupture, with or without the added effect of oxida-

tion of zirconium.

One of the major technical surprises of the subsequent in-

vestigations of the TMI accident has been the low extent of mo-

bility of iodine and cesium, despite what we now know to be

O
major core damage, with oxidation of a large part of the

-7-
s
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.

cladding. On the basis of the licensing analyses prevalent at
O

l .the time of TMI, major core damage should have been accompanied -

by the release of large fractions of iodine and cesium (up to

() 70% of total inventory) to the primary system, and from there

to the containment building air, and to any leakage paths to

the auxiliary building. It is now known scientifica ly

(although not yet fully accepted for regulatory purposes), but

was not known or accepted then, that iodine and cesium, under

conditions prevailing in a PWR loss-of-coolant accident, have a j

very strong affinity for water. The relatively large amounts

(over 5%) which are now believed to have escaped from the fuel

at TMI-2, have remained almost entirely in the water.

The small amount of iodine that did escape to the air (a
!

/~g small fraction of 1%) was readily detectible in the containment
( '

\'
building and the. auxiliary building. Had the postulated

amounts of iodine been released, much larger emissions of io-

dine to the containment, and via leakage paths to the auxiliary
building, would have been expected. In the absence of such ob-

servations, the expectation that core damage was limited to

leakage or perforation of scme fuel was plausible. If the fuel

were only perforated, then it would still be possible to remove

it and replace it using conventional underwater mechanical han-

dling equipment. A small degree of fuel perforation

(" leakers") is often present in the normal periodic refueling

() operations.

O -8-
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The question of how much hydrogen was evolved was the key,.

(?l to determining whether the core damage was limited to perfora-'-

tion or whether there had been more extensive or even severe

() disruption of the core structure. The first solid evidence of

the amount of hydrogen produced came from the analysis of gas

samples taken from the containment building on March 31 at

0600. These showed significant oxygen depletio.- (4.4% to 5.2%

below the normal value in air, respectively). This corresponds
.

to extensive reaction of zirconium (later calculated to be 45
to 52% of the core inventory). However, at the time, these re-

sults were questioned. .Eight more gas samples were taken on

April 1 and April 2. These showed substantially smaller oxygen

depletion (average value of 2.3%, but with a wide scatter, some

samples showing normal oxygen levels or higher). Later samples

f have confirmed that the initial values from the samples of
March 31 are most likely to be valid. (There is an apparent

possibility that in-leakage of air to the gas samples caused

the error and scatter in the April 1-2 samples.)

Even with 50% cladding oxidation, the preservation of much

of the core structure was judged to be possible. This assumed

that the oxidation of the circonium cladding produced a layer
of oxide, but leaving a metal tube intact under the oxide.

(Somewhat analogous to rusted iron pipe with an average of half

of the iron still intact.) The near-normal readings on

() thermocouples in the core region also seemed to indicate that

the core structure was mostly intact.

_g.
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After the situation at TMI had been stabilized, late in

' F )N(_ April, 1979, the EPRI Board of Directors authorized EPRI to set

up an investigation team to assess the facts, causes, and les-

~} sons learned from the accident.j

This led to the organizing of the Nuclear Safety Analysis

Center (NSAC) at EPRI in May, 1979, for which I was named the

Director. In the next few months, a total of 80 technical peo-

ple were enlisted in the investigation for a total of 12

man-years of effort. This effort produced a report (NSAC-1)

issued July, 1979 on the sequence of events, with supplements
in succeeding months. A final report including the supplements

was distributed in March 1980. Many other investigations were

proceeding which involved exhaustive interviews with plant per-
.

sonnel. These interviews apparently were finding a consider-

able range of conflicting recollections and perceptions. It
ss

was decided that the NSAC study should rely on the detailed

analysis of instrument records and to avoid reliance on recol-

lections or interpretations by plant personnel.

Accordingly, we did not interview any of the plant person-
nel. (We did have full support and help from GPU and plant

personnel in finding and copying any instrument records and

logs. This eventually amounted to over 50,000 pages of

records).
<

I
.

!() Some months later, in Palo Alto, analysis of the instru-;

ment records brought out awareness (in NSAC) of an apparent

-10-
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thermal shock to the reactor core, possibly from a rise of
g
( _/ water level in the core at about 7:47 a.m. on March 28. The

nuclear instruments also showed a change in readings which

(~'s could be interpreted as relocat' ion of fuel by slumping or col-yj
lapse of fuel rods previously embrittled by oxidation of the

cladding. (I was aware of the results of two incidents in

which experimental fuel was operated without adequate cooling

and which resulted in fragmentation of the fuel rods.)

The NSAC analysis reported in NSAC-1 suggested that

roughly the upper two-thirds of the core had been uncovered and

subsequently overheated. Given that about 50% of the total
zirconium was converted to oxide, the local oxidation in the

upper part of the core would have to be near 100%. The fuel

cladding in this region would be almost completely converted to~

(/ a ceramic oxide. The sudden cooling of a hot brittle ceramic

can result in fragmentation. The likelihood that core struc-

ture was preserved in this region was then recognized to be

small. From this emerged the hypothesis published in NSAC-1

report, that a region of the core shaped like an inverted bell,

reaching to within about 3 to 5 feet of the bottom of the core,

was most likely fragmented into a rubble bed. (This analysis

was confirmed conclusively only in July-/:ugust 1982, when a TV

camera was lowered into the reactor core region.)

During the period that I was at TMI, Mr. Dieckamp contin-
ued to keep in touch with me and Mr. Levenson and to

-11-
j
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.

participate in the technical discussions after the initial

meetings of the Industry Advisory Group (IAG), to which I re-

ferred earlier. There was also an operating support group at

TMI led by Mr. William S. Lee (of Duke Power) for a time and
then later by Mr. Byron Lee (of Commonwealth Edison Co.). Mr. s

Levenson and I met with this group daily to review our findings

and recommendations. Mr. Dieckamp participated actively in

these discussions. There were also daily meetings with the

principal NRC representatives (led by Mr. Victor Stello) to
,

| discuss our findings and recommendations, also with active par-
ticipation by Mr. Dieckamp.

|

..

.

O
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1 JUDGE SMITI: Off the record.

_

2 (Discussion off the record.)

3 JUDGE SMITII: Back on the record.

4 MR. BLAKE: Judge Smith, Dr. Zebroski is available for

5 cross-examination.

6 I would observe at this juncture what I have pre-

7 viously observed at the prehearing conference earlier this

S week, that insofar as arguments are going to be made as to

9 objective evidence of the strategies of cooling throughout

10 the day on March 28, that Dr. Zebroski is a principal to the

11 NSAC report, a detailed analyses of the event. He is here;

12 he is available and is offered as well for questions on this

13 objective evidence by any of the parties or the Board as to

14 the understanding of the sequence and what the objective evi-

15 dence indicates.

16 JUDGE SMITH: So I understand then, you have no objec-

17 tions to intervenors' cross-examination on the sequence beyond

18 the scope of the direct examination?

19 MR. BLAKE: That is correct, particularly this re-

20 pressurization area. Ilowever, I would note that Ms. Bernabei,

21 in her opening statement, says that the industry's analysis

22
) of the events that afternoon would support her position re-

23 garding repressurization and then she refers to objective

24
,3 evidence in that regard.,

( )
x-

25 We have an interpreter here, and maybe one of the

. . . . .. . . . . . . . _
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1 best interpreters of that objective evidence. I not only

13
(/ 2 would not object, but I would encourage the parties to take

3 this opportunity to ask Dr. Zebroski of that sequence and
O
kJ 4 what occurred in the afternoon regarding pressurization, re-

5 pressurization, et cetera.

6 Md. BERNABEI: I appreciate Mr. Blake's concern, but

7 I think we should be allowed to present the case we wish, and

8 thinA the report is clear on its face. And while I appreci-2

9 ate Mr. Blake's concern for proving our case, I think we can

10 do it better ourselves.

11 So, thank you, Mr. Blake, but we did not have the

12 intention to question Dr. Zebroski on the report. Obviously,

(~ 13 that is open to the Board.
O}

I4 MR. BLAKE: I think it's open to the other parties and

10 the Board. And, as I have indicated before, to the extent

16 subsequent to Dr. Zebroski's appearance here today there are

17 attempts made to argue from that objective or, more impor-

I8 tantly, to call other witnesses to talk about the NSAC report

19 in which Dr. Zebroski played a role, I will object to the

( M calling of those witnesses if Ms. Bernabei does not take

21 advantage of the opportunity here today to determine whether

22 or not -- with the witness here in the room she can elicit{}
i U what she needs.

24 MS. BERNABEI: It appears to me that I am free, just

O
25 as Mr. Blake, to question any witness which appears, who has

i l
. 1

!
! 1

1

- - _ - . - _ . , - . - _ - _ _. , . .- - |
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1 a reason to appear, on the NSAC report. We do not have to

(O) 2 prove our case through the licensee's witnesses, and we have

3 not chosen to do so in this case.

(3(_/ 4 Mr. Blake can state whatever he would like to object

5 to, but outside of the context of a particular objection situ-

6 ation, I think it is worthless argument.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Is the report to which you refer, the

8 NSAC report, the same report which was received in the

9 evidence? I believe it is; the final report, the final ver-

10 sion of it.

11 MR. BLAKE: It may have been during the technical

12 phase to which I was not a party, so it might be that

b('T
13 Mr. Dornsife would be a better historian on this than I.

14 But, in fact, the NSAC report of July, 1979, and the

15 supplement to that of October of '79 are item numbers 63 and

16 64 in part C of the joint party stipulation.

17 JUDGE SMITII: So, in any event, it is available for

18 findings in this phase; that was the thrust of my question.

19 MR. BLAKE: Yes; that's correct.

20 JUDGE SMITil: And I have some familiarity with the

21 report if, indeed, it is the same one; and I think it cor-

22(} tainly must be.

23 MR. BLAKE: Yes, sir.

24 JUDGE SMITII: There is nothing before the Board tc
O

25 rule on with respect to the dialogue between Mr. Blake and

. . .
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1 Ms. Bernabei, except that we should note that the offer has

q
U 2 been made, and we do recognize Dr. Zebroski as an unusually

3 well-informed person on the EPRI endeavors and report; we
p
V 4 would take that into account should the need be asserted

5 later in this hearing for additional access to that report.

6 (Pause.)

7 JUDGE SMITII: You may proceed, Ms. Bernabei.

8 MS. BERNABEI: May we approach the witness?

9 JUDGE SMITII: For what purpose?

10 MS. BERNABEI: To question him. It is just a little

11 casier to do it from down there.

12 CROSS-EXAMINATION

13 BY MS. BERNABEI:

14 G Dr. Zebroski, you work for the Electric Power

15 Research Institute; is that correct?

16 A. That's correct.

17 G We can't hear you, sir.

18 A. That is correct.

19 G And that is an industry research group, that is, a

20 research group for the nuclear industry; is that correct?

21 A. That is partially correct.

22 O It's partially correct?

23
A. Yes. It is not restricted to the nuclear industry.

24
G But it is largely a research group for the nuclear

25 industry; that is a large part of its work?
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i g - Less than one-fourth.

/''T

() 2 0 It is a large part.of your work, is it not, sir?

3 A It is a large part of my work.
A
kJ 4 4 You were the director and principal author of the

5 National Safety Analysis Center or industry report on the

6 accident; is that correct?

7 A If I may correct your wording, it is correct; it

8 is Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, not National.

9 0 Okay, Nuclear Safety Analysis Center.

10 A Yes.

11 0 You issued a report in July of 1979?

12 A. That is correct.

'~

b'}
13 0 You'll have to speak up, and I'll try to speak up

14 a little also, Dr. Zebroski.

15 A I'll get a little closer to the mike.

16 0 You are here today, are you not, as part of the
!

17 undertaking of that investigative endeavor and report, that

18 is, the NSAC analysis?

19 A Yes.

*
G When did you learn of the Three Mile Island acci-

21 dont or transient?

22(} A I heard radio accounts of an accident driving to

23 work on the 28th, I believe. There were newspaper accounts

24g-) on that same day.

U
25

G When did you next learn of any information about

.- . . . . .- . . - _ _ . _ _ - _ _ - . - . _ - . - - , _ .
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1 the severity or seriousness of the accident?

..

\_/ 2 A. There was a more extended newspaper account on the

3 29th and then I received phone calls from Arizona from my
n
(k ') 4 immediate superior, Mr. Milt Le anson, who said that we

5 should plan to get some staff together on the following day

6 to discuss the situation.

7 0 There was a meeting of the Research Advisory

|
8 Committee of EPRI in Arizona on March 29 and March 30; is

9 that correct?

10 A. That is correct.

11 O You reference that in your testimony on page 3;

12 is that correct?

( 13 A That's correct.b}
14 G You were not at that meeting, were you?

15 A. No, I was not there.

16 G You were not there on the 29th or the 30th; is

I7 that correct?

18 A. Correct.

19 0 You made note in your testimony about a certain

M statement made on the 30th about the TMI accident; is that

21 correct?

22

} A It would help if you would refer to the place in my

23 testimony.

24
S 0 Page 3; specifically, a report by Mr. Culler of

v/
25 EPRI to the Research Advisory Committee meeting.

- .. . _ . ._. .. ___ -
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1 A. 'I see the place. May I have the question again?

'

2 O Yes. Mr. Culler made a statement'to the Research

3- Advisory-Committee meeting,-did he not, about the TMI
'

>

\ 4 accident?.

5 A. Strictly speaking, several;'not a statement, but

6 several.

7 G How did you learn what Mr. Culler said about the

8 accident at that meeting?

9 A. . .I only learned that he had said something; I

10 didn't learn the context of it in any detail.

11 G Did you learn the content of his statements in any

12 detail prior to writing and submitting your testimony?

13 A. Only the notations in the reference -- I submitted

14 as evidence the minutes of the meeting, which were typed in

15 formal form, and also the handwritten notes of the secretary

16 of the meeting in which, at a particular time, toward the

17 very end of the meeting, Mr. Culler then made some statements;

4 I8 and my knowledge of those statements derives entirely from

19 those notes.

G You make a statement in your testimony that

21
Mr. Culler reported a telephone call from Mr. Dieckamp about

22 the accident; is that correct?

23
A. Correct.

24
G And I presume from your testimony that Mr. Culler's

25
statement about the accident is derived from this telephone
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1 call from Mr. Dieckamp at some previous time.

,q
() 2 A Correct.

3 G And your testimony is that Mr. Dieckamp had indi-

(')
s_/ 4 cated "that the situation had deteriorated relative to the

5 perceptions on the previous day;'' is that correct?

6 A That statement is derived from the written notes

7 of Mr. Elsaesser which I submitted.

8 0 I'm asking you, Dr. Zebroski, isn't this what you

9 said in your testimony: that Mr. Culler told RAC of EPRI

10 that Mr. Dieckamp had said to him that the situation at TMI

11 had deteriorated relative to the perceptions of the previous

12 day? That is your testimony, is it not?

O 13 A. Yes,

b
14 0 If you know, what was your understanding or

15 Mr. Culler's understanding of the situation the previous day,

16 that is, March 29?

17 MR. GOLDBEEG: Objection; it is a compound question.

18 Could counsel please separate it and state one

19 question?

M MS. BERNABEI: I assume from his testimony that

21 Dr. Zebrocki's understanding derives from Mr. Culler's.

22

}
That's why I stated it as I did.

23 MR. GOLDBERG: The question is his or Mr. Culler's.

24 If we just get an answer that would state some explanation,

25 not knowing whether it was Dr. Zebroski's or Mr. Culler's --

a
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jl3 l' I just want one question'.

s
I(s) 2 JUDGE SMITil: It can be cleared up. IIe will explain

3 the source of his information at that time I'm sure,

fs
ks 4 BY MS. BERNABEI:

5 0 What was your understanding of that phrase which
'

6 you used in your testimony?

7 A I became aware of that phrase as it is specifically

8 referred to only within recent weeks as I looked at

9 Mr. Elsacsser's notes of that meeting.

10 At the time I had only the instruction both from my

11 immediate superior and the later call from Mr. Culler that

12 the situation needed investigation and we should get some

13 staff together to work on it.

14 0 So you drafted this testimony and this under-

15 standing after your review of notes or minutes of those

16 meetings?

17 A Correct.

18
G Do you know whether these are Mr. Dieckamp's pre-

19 cise words to Mr. Culler or Mr. Culler's precise words to

N the EPHI group on March 30?

21 A I have no direct knowledge of that.

22
(~j) MS. BERNABEI: Are we on TMIA Exhibit 5?
.

23 JUDGE SMITil: No.

24 MS. BERNABEI: 6?

O
25 JUDGE SMITil: Exhibit 5 is the Cherry /Dieckamp memo.

.
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1 We are on-6.

O)\ 2 MS. BERNABEI: I would like to mark as TMIA Exhibit 6v

3 what would appear to be minutes of a March 29-March 30 EPRI

. 4 Research Advisory Committee meeting.

5 (Whereupon, the document re-

6 ferred to was marked as

7 TMIA Mailgram Exhibit No. 6

8 for identification.)

9 BY MS. BERNABEI:
~

10 G Dr. Zebroski, do you have what has been marked as

11 TMIA Exhibit 6 for identification before you?

12 A. Are you referring to the handwritten or the

13 typed version?

14 0 The handwritten.

15 A. TMIA 6; yes, I have it.

16 O Are these the handwritten minutes of the meeting
17 to which you referred earlier in your testimony?
18 A. yes.

19 G And you reviewed these minutes, did you not, in
20 preparation of your testimony, specifically, that portion

21 which appears on page 37

22 A. That's correct.

23 0 It is fair to say that the typewritten minutes for

24 this meeting do not mention a presentation by Mr. CullerO
25 about the TMI accident; is that correct?
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1 A They mention that it was discussed. They do not

(~)(_/ 2 mention the content.

3 G So the handwritten minutes are the only now-
A
(_) 4 existing ~ minutes which discuss the accident and.the substance

5 of the discussion of the accident.

6 A. To my knowledge, yes.

7 0 Now, if you can -- referring you to page 4, the

8 last four lines -- moving backward for a moment: who is the

9 author of this record of the meeting?

10 A. Mr. Lewis Elsaesser, who serves as the secretary

11 of this group.

12 G So it is fair to say that these are in the nature

13 of official minutes of that meeting?

14 A The typed version is.

15 0 Well, these notes are the notes from which he pre-

16 pared the typed version I assume.

17 A. I believe so.

18 G And these are maintained in EPRI files currently;

19 is that correct?

20 A. yes,

21 G The last four lines on page 4 of TMIA Exhibit 6 is

22 the description which Mr. Culler gave to the EPRI group on

23 March 30; is that correct?

24 A. Correct.

O
25 G If you could read with us, what were his exact

._ . .
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1 words on that date, at least as reflected in these minutes?

.

s. - 2 A "FLC" are the initials of Mr. Culler, Floyd L.

3 Culler - "re: 3-Mile Island -- very serious." That's under-
p
'v' 4 lined.

5 The next lines are somewhat garbled in the copies, but

6 I think I can make them out and I believe it's correct. The

7 next line reads "significant core damage apparent."

8 The next line reads "I," which is the chemical symbol

9 for iodine, " leakage likely."

10 The next word is very hard to make out, but I inter-

11 pret it as " emergency think teams on-site and in California."

12 Of course, the last word is abbreviated."

} 13 G Now, if my understanding is correct, this was
J

14 Mr. Culler's report to the EPRI group of his previous conver-

15 sation with Mr. Dieckamp; is that correct?

16 A Correct.

17 0 So one could assume that what appears in these

18 minutes is Mr. Dieckamp's assessment that he communicated to

19 Mr. Culler of the situation at Three Mile Island?

20 A. That is an inference, but I'm sure Mr. Culler also

21 heard the radio and newspaper reports which had been going on

22{} for two days, and he also had heard from the earlier discus-

23 sion with Mr. Bartnoff, which I also referred to.

24 It is not clear to me that this would be exclusivelyg,
'V

25 derived from that telephone conversation. But if I may carry

. - _ __ - . _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - . _.-
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1 on a little bit, the "very serious" words are a very distinct

p'
's - 2 change in signal from the presentation which Mr. Bartnoff had

3 given the previous day, the 29th, and also earlier in the
im

'v)'
4 morning on the 30th.

5 We have subsequently gotten the time of that telephone

6 call as-being around 9:00 Arizona time on the 30th, and

7 Mr. Bartnoff had talked to people earlier that morning,

8 apparently, and the previous evening, and there was clearly a

9 change in perception.

10 That is my interpretation that I have in my testimony;

11 that between the Bartnoff information and the later call from

12 Mr. Diechamp, there was a clear change in perception. Those
'

13 were my words in the testimony.

14 G That's not quite what you say, though, is it,

15 Dr. Zebroski? On page 3 you say "Mr. Culler... reported to the,

16 meeting on a phone call from Mr. Dieckamp," and then pre-

|
| 17 sumably the clause which follows indicates what Mr. Dieckamp

18 reported to him, "that the situation had deteriorated rela-

19 tive to the perceptions on the previous day." Is that

20 correct?

|

|
21 A. That is correct that that's waat the words say,

22 but I have to say that at least part of that is my projection

23 from reading the record of the minutes of the meeting. I'm

24 not sure that either party actually said those words.

O
25 0 Now, it is fair to say that part of the report

. . - . __ . . .. - -. . _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - _ - - - _ _ _ - - __ -
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1 of Mr. Dieckamp was "significant core damage apparent;" is

O
V 2 that correct?

3 A That's Mr. Elsacsser's notes; correct.

4 O And " iodine leakage likely;" is that correct?

5 A That's Mr. Elsacsser's notes also.

6 G In your testimony you did not state, did you, that

7 Mr. Culler had received this assessment of the situation from

8 Mr. Dieckamp and reported it to the meeting on March 30?

9 A. (No response.)

10 G That portion of the report you did not include in

11 your testimony, did you?

12 MR. BLAKE: Objection. The testimony speaks for it-

13 self. We all have the testimony in front of us.

14 MS. BERNABEI: This is cross-examination.

15 MR. BLAKE: I know it's cross-examination.
,

16 TIIE WITNESS: I'm sorry; I don't understand the
i

| 17 question.

18 JUDGE SMIT!!: I guess that disposes of it.

19 MS. BERNABEI: That's fine; I'll repeat the question.

20 BY MS. BERNABEI:
1

21 0 Dr. Zebroski, you did not include in your descrip-

22 tion of Mr. Culler's report to EPRI that Mr. Dieckamp had

U reported significant core damage apparent or that iodine

24 leakage was likely?
O.

25
A. That was the purpose of appending the minutes and

;

i
!

, _ . . - . . . - , _ . . . _ _ -. _ --- -- .-. - .- , _ _ . _ . - - . . - _, _ . - . - - - - - - - - - - - . ---
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1 the handwritten notes, to make that point. I didn't put it

O
V 2 in my --

3 G For your reference, that is not a portion of your
r^N
U 4 testimony; that is not included as a portion of your testi-

5 many in this proceeding.

6 A. I'm sorry; that's a technical distinction I don't

7 understand.

8 g What I'm asking you now is about the written testi-

9 mony, which is the only evidence we now have before us in

10 this proceeding from you, Dr. Zebroski.

11 A, yes,

12 g What I have stated to you is that you nowhere in

13'

the written version of your testimony, which again is the

14 only thing before the Board at this point, -- we nowhere have

15 a description of the meeting, that is, the meeting which

16 indicates what Mr. Dieckamp said to Mr. Culler, which states

77 that there was significant core damage apparent in

18 Mr. Dieckamp's assessment.

19
A. I don't believe there was a meeting with

N Mr. Dieckamp.

21
Q No; no. I'm saying in the Culler rendition of his

22
,] conversation with Mr. Dieckamp, as reported in your testimony,

23 you nowhere state that Mr. Dieckamp told him significant core

24 damage was apparent.

O
25

A. (No response.),

|
1

. . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ - . , -. _ _ _ _ . _ _ .- -- - .-. ,-_ -_
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1 G Those words do not appear in your testimony.

(~T
's_/ 2 A That's correct.

3 Q And, in fact, the sense of those words do not

(~)
\_/ 4 appear in your testimony; is that correct?

5 A I don't agree with that statement. " Deteriorated,"

6 " call staff together to work on it," it seems to me, was a

7 very strong indication of seriousnesa. We were all aware of

8 the newspaper and radio reports.

9 G And you believe that that includes an indication or

to an implication that Mr. Dieckamp had indicated that there was

11 significant core damage at TMI on March 30 or by March 307

12 A To me the word " deteriorated" has that indication.

[~ 13 G Were you informed of Mr. Dieckamp's assessment of(.)/
14 significant core damage at TMI at the time you began your
15 assignment?

16 A If you define the time of the assignment I can

17 answer your question.

18 0 Yes; March 30.

19 A. I would say that would only be a possible infer-

20 ence, but not a knowledge.

21 G So Mr. Culler did not tell you Mr. Dieckamp's

g 22

(G assessment at the time he outlined for you your role in the

23 analysis?

24
A. That is correct.

O
25 0 Do you today know the basis for Mr. Dieckamp's

|

|

_- __ - _ _ __ . _ . _ . . _ - - . _ - _ . - _ - _ . _ _ . - _ - - - _ - -
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1 assessment on March 30 that there was significant core

s

A 2 damage?,

.

3 A. ' Not really. I can infer it from a great deal of

'D 4 the testimony that has been transcribed, but not directly-of

'

5 -my own knowledge. .I don t have a basis for that.'

,

o '. 6,c G .When did you receive an assignment to undertake a

4 . . , ,
'

7's core damage' assessment? That is referenced on page 3 of your
t

'

8 - testimoriy.;
,

9 : A. - I-think'in the sense of a general asrignment to'

I
.

10
j participate or at least.to;get knowledgeable, that occurred,3

.

'11 well, in a l'imited extent in the call frun Mr. Levenson on thes

12 evening of the 29th to basically get a team together and.

>.

'

V][ 13 start working.

14
G What did Mr.

4

--

{ 15
A. May I finish the answer, please?

16
G I'm asking for the first time now.

17
A. That's what I'm trying to define. As I understood,

18 however, at that point it may have amounted to no more than

|
! 18 to spend a couple of days at the blackboard and accumulate

20 the information to do something about it. There was no

21 necessary implication of spending some time at Three Mile
,

I 22
Island or the extended study which actually followed. Those

23
| assignments came in stages. So, strictly speaking, the
|

24<

| assignment -- there was not an assignment; there was a series
.

25 of assignments.

|

_- _. _ . _ _ . . . _ . - _ , _ , ~ ~ _ . . . .___.._,_-_.---.m,_.__ , _ - . . . , - . _ _ . _ . . _ , _ . ,-
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1 I am responding to your question on the first assign-

,

(-) 2 ment, which I think is really limited to: get knowledgeable

3 and get a meeting together tomorrow morning.

,p
(_/ 4 O What did Mr. Levenson say was the condition of

5 TMI-2 on the evening of March 29 when he spoke to you?
.

6 A We had no technical discussion. He was aware that

7 .7 was aware of the radio and newspaper reports, and he said:

8 let's get together and get more informed on it.

9 G I believe -- what did he say was the condition of

10 TMI-2 at that time in terms of core damage?

11 A To my knowledge, there was no technical discus-

12 sion at all in those telephone calls.

['' 13 G No technical discussion.
%.))

14 A No.

15 G What did you understand your assignment from

16 Mr. Levenson to 'oe?

17 A To gather information.

18 G On what?

19 A. On the situation at Three Mile Island, which had

M had many confusing reports in the media.

21 0 So you were supposed to talk to the newspapers

S 22 about the condition of TMI-2?{d
23 A No; to gather information directly from the plant

| 24 sources.

25 O For what purpose?
I

:

|
-. - . -- . -. .
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j23 1 A. It was related -- EPRI, among other things, had
, . - -

'd 2 testing programs on fuel behavior under both normal and ab-

3 normal conditions, so this related to that.
,-

-) 4 0 Were you to do any assessment of core damage? Was

5 that any part of your assignment as given to you by

6 Mr. Levenson?

7 A. At that time that was not mentioned. There was no

8 technical discussion in those telephone calls.

9 0 So the. idea, according to your testimony, is you

10 were supposed to do general research activities at EPRI some-

11 how related to the incident or accident at TMI-2 on March 29?

12 A. In a sense, yes. Our research objectives are de-

13 fined by real world observations, and in that sense being

14 informed will enable you to direct the research better. So,

15 initially that was the objective.

16 G Were you to provide technical assistance in any

17 sense to the site?

18 A. That step came in the telephone call from

19 Mr. Culler, who recounted that he had a request for assistance

| 20 from Mr. Dieckamp.

21
Q Did Mr. Culler, after his call to Mr. Dieckamp,

22 then give you an assignment, a second or different assignmenti

23
A. Not really. I think he simply echoed the "get

24p informed." It is hard to define an assignment when nobody

d,

25 really knows the situation.

. _ _
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1 G At what time did he tell you to get informed?

('/1

k. 2 A. I'm sorry.

3 0- At what time did he tell you to get informed?
,.
,

V 4 A I haven't been able to place the time of that call.

5 I can place Mr. Levenson's call as rather late in the evening

6 on the 29th, but I can't place the time of Mr. Culler's call.

7 G Was it on the 29th or on the 30th?

8 A I believe it was on the 30th.

9 G Do you remember whether it was before or after his

10 presentation to the EPRI Research Advisory Committee?

11 A. I didn't know the time of that meeting, so I can't

12 answer your question.

13 G Do you know if it was in the morning or in the .

14 afternoon?

15 A. I can' t really place that either.

16 G Now, after Mr. Culler gave you the instructions to

17 get informed, what did you do?

18 A. I believe we placed some calls to people at GPU.
!

19 I am not clear whether I called there or they were calling us

20 because they also had instructions to work with us, I believe.
!
' 21 But, in any event, a conference call with Mr. Keaten developed ,

i
'

22 as my notes show.

23 G Do you know what time that call from Mr. Keaten

24 was?

25 A. My notes submitted also in the testimony -- I have

_. _ .-. _ __ - - _ _ - -
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j25 to refer to this -- it's around 9:00 in the morning Californic1
~

/N
(-) 2 time, or about noon New Jersey time.

3 G Dr. Zebroski, for your information none of these
,
,

(_) 4 notes were submitted with your testimony; these notes were

5 submitted in the discovery portion of these proceedings.

6 They are not before the Board unless they are entered in the

7 record.

8 A Then I will answer directly.

9 MS. BERNABEI: I would like to have marked as TMIA

10 Exhibit 7 a portion of the 3/30/1979 notes of, apparently,

11 Dr. Zebroski's morning conversation with Mr. Keaten.

12 (Whereupon, the document re-

13 ferred to was marked as

14 TMIA Mailgram Exhibit No. 7

15 for identification.)

16 THE WITNESS: On those notes I marked the time as

17 9:15, March 30, 1979. I presume that's a.m.

18 BY MS. BERNABEI:

19 G It is fair to say that whatever time you talked to

20 Mr. Culler was prior to your conversation with Mr. Keaten?

21 A. Again, I am not quite sure of that. I had already

~y 22 had sufficient indication from Mr. Levenson to expect that we(d
23 would be discussing with the people in Pennsylvania and

24g- New Jersey --

V
25 G Let me just interrupt for a moment. What was your
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j26 1
'

understanding of the purpose of your conversation with
,
/

.

/ 2 Mr. Keaten at 9:15 on March 307

3 A To try to get a less confusing picture than we had
,

( )
'# 4 heard through the radio and the media accounts.

5 0 You say that you at this time did not have an
c

6 assignment from Mr. Culler; is that your testimony?

7 A As the assignment eventually developed, the answer

8 is no, as the assignment as I described in the first question

8 was clearly an assignment to get informed and there was an

10 implication that we might be prepared to do more later; but

11 that was not yet assigned.

12
O Did you know that you were to undertake a task

[&)
13 which you call core damage assessment at the time that you

14 talked to Mr. Keaten?

15 A I did not know that in the sense of an instruction,

16 but Mr. Culler did mention that Mr. Dieckamp had suggested

17 four tasks, one of which was core damage assessment. And sincc

18 the behavior of fuel and components was part of our normal

19 responsibility, the inference was fairly obvious.

O Is it fair to say then that at the time you talked

21
to Mr. Keaten at 9:15 a.m. on March 30, you knew you would

2

I) undertake an assessment of core damage; that is one of the

23
four tasks that Mr. Dieckamp had set out?

24
A Yes, but the extent of that assessment was cer-

25
tainly not defined.

. . .
. _ _
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Some assessment.3 g

; Ss-]f
2 A ' Spending time at the' island and so.on was not

>

3 ~ defined.

: 4 G. But some assessment you would do.

5 A- That's correct

6 0 During this conversation with Mr. Keaten, he gave

7 you a briefing on the status of the reactor; is that correct?
i

8 A Yes. *

T.

9 G And it is fair to say that he wanted to bring you

:
10 up to speed on what had occurred up to that time?

d 11 A That was the~ purpose, yes.

: 12 Q To that degree you were told of the sequence of
I

i 13 events up until Friday morning?

j.
14 A At the time.I.would have said yes. I think in

' 15 retrospect I have to say it was fragmentary,

f 16 G' Mr. Keaten'was'also --'one of the purposes.was to

17 inform you about the bubble in the reactor vessel; is that

18 correct?

19 A Correct,
i

'

20 0 And the state of information about that bubble?

21 A Correct.

( 22 Q And that is reflected in your notes, TMIA Exhibit

( 23 7; is that correct?

24 A Yes.

O
M G You have certain information noted here, and I

_ . .- ..,_-. _ - -, ....-~,._-_. --,,. .,_---._ ---.-- . -. - _ _ . _ . . . . _ - - -
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j28 1 would like to ask you for what period of time this informa-
,-

i/ 2 tion was gathered.
i
1

3 There is a notation in the beginning of your notes
,7

k/ 4 which says: one RCP, reactor coolant pump, was running; one

5 S/G, steam generator, was running; is that correct?

6 A That's correct.

7 G And then there is a notation that that was true on

8 Thursday; is that correct?

9 A That is my interpretation of my scrawl, yes.

10 0 Was it your interpretation at the time you wrote

11 these notes that that was the situation on Thursday?

12 A That's what I had been told, yes.

I~ 13

kD G There are cortain notations that appear, certain)
14 parameters that appear later: 1000 psi; 260 to 280 degrees

15 Fahrenheit; is that correct?

16 A. Yes.

17 G What are those parameters.

18 A. I would interpret them as applying to the same

19
i Thursday night time interval that applied in the previous two
!

20 lines: during the night, large quantities of gas in primary
|

21'

system. I presume that means Thursday night, but he's

22{} talking Friday morning; so that's the implication that that

23 is as current as his information was.

24
s G Do you have any more specific information or

(J> t

25 knowledge about when those parameters were mentioned, that is,

-g - - , , , - , , - - - ,, .,
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!J29- I the:1000 psi, the.260 to-280 degrees Fahrenheit?*

, _

'. 2 A.. I do not, except from the'later investigation, of

|- 3- At.that time the answer is I did not.course.

' 4 0 Dr. Zebroski, what was your understanding of what'
~

5 these pressure and temperature readings, indicated? Could

;- 6- those be.the reactor. coolant system pressu w and temperatures?

7 A. That would be my interpretation.;

4

8 MS. BERNABEI: I would like to have the parties and

9 the Board refer to TMIA Mailgram Exhibit 2, which is a part1

10 of.Mr. Seelinger's log for March 29, 1979.

11 BY MS. BERNABEI:4

12 g Dr. Zebroski, I think I may show you my ccpy of

f 13 this exhibit and ask you to refer to what has been marked as

14 page 7 of TMIA Mailgram Exhibit 2.
!

15 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Are you referring to the joint

16 exhibit?

II MS. BERNABEI: No. It's one of the exhibits we intro- '

18 duced, I'believe, with-Mr. Lowe. We introduced it and then,

19 entered into a stipulation, so it is not in evidence.

JUDGE SMITH: Where are we on this exhibit?

MS. BERNABEI: I believe it's marked page 7. It's

the fifth page of the exhibit, but it is marked page 7.
'

93 There is pressure and temperature at the bottom of that page."
-

24 Judge Smith, may I be allowed to share the exhibit

25
with the witness? We did not make additional copies.

;

1

|

!

_ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ - , _ .. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - - - _ .. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . _ . _ , - . _
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1 JUDGE SMITH: . Let's see'if the Board can't'. share,
r'

3 s1 2 '(Document passed from Judge Smith,to Ms. Bernabei.)%

'3 BY MS. BERNABEI:

': 4: - G Ihc. Zebroski, the entry which appears on the

5 bottom.of page-7, that is,'the reactor coolant system temper-

6 ature and pressdre, appear to be the same readings which

7 Mr. Keaten gave you on the morning of March 30; is that

8 correct?
1. -

9 A- May I take a little time to loox.at that?
a

10 G Certainly.

11 (Witness perusing documents.);

|
12 A' Well, there is partial overlap. - There is a number

.

13 of things on page 7 which are not in my telephone notes.

I 14 G Right, but I am just sticking right now to the

15 reactor coolant system temperatures and pressures -- excuse

16 me; temperature and pressure, the 280 degrees and the 1000 psi .

17 A That seems to coincide.

18 G It appears from the notes, does it not, to be the

19 conditions or parameters of the reactor at 1330, that is,

20 1:30 p.m., on March 29?

21 4 I can't really make that out on my document.

22 MR. BLAKE: I'm sorry; are you reading that as 1330?

23 MS. BERNABEI: Yes.

24
| THE WITNESS: I would interpret it as 1830.
! l

25 '

.

..--y. _- , . - , , - - erw,,, m y.e- e ,. -w-,,m.m -e 4,w s-mm --r- - ------mn.e1 -sp e ~y n . ..w-z-- w.-.--y- e ee -w e y- . r- w' - - e-+
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j31' .g. BY MS.'BERNABEI:
:m,

1 x l' 2: G As 1530?

3 A 1830 I think it would read, because the previous
'

1- 4 entry is 1745.

5 g- 1830.
,

6 A. Yes.

G In~any case, 1830 would be 6:30 in the evening; !
~

7'

8 is that correct?
I

9 A Yes, but I can't tell from this what day.,

!

10
| G On.the front of the notes-it says March 29, so we

| 11 will-assume for the moment that it is March'29.
4

f 12 A -These aren't my notes. I'm getting very skittish
~

13 about trying to interpret somebody.else's. notes.

14 G No. I understand that. I'm just saying that

15 these are the same reactor coolant system temperatures and
j

| pressures as noted in your notes; is that correct?.16 -

17- A Two of the numbers coincide; there are many others

18 which don't appear ~in my notes.

19'
G You have a notation in your notes, returning to

i

20 somewhat.more solid ground, your notes, which is TMIA Exhibit

21
'

7 -- you have a notation that at that time there was an under-
t

22(} standing that there was approximately 1500 cubic feet of gas
a

23
; in the pressure vessel and pressurizer?
i

|
24 A That's what my notes show.O
M''

G I believe it is your testimony that at that time

|
|-

!

, -., - - - _ - , ~ . . _ - . . . _ _ _ _ _ . ~ . . _ . - - ~ _ _ _ , _ . - . . . - _ . . . . . . _ . . _ _ . - . ~ .. -
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j32
1 neither GPU nor others understood the composition of that gas

2 bubble; is that correct?

3 A On the fourth line from the bottom it says: " don't
,
! i'x s 4 know what is in gas." I presume I got that from the telephone

5 conversation.

6 G Was one of the considerations that this bubble

7 could be a steam bubble? Was that a consideration at this

8 time?

9 A I wouldn't interpret it that way. I think when

10 people say gas, that does not usually imply steam.

11
G Is it fair to say that the consideration at that

12 time was that the bubble was nort-condensable gas, possibly

13[ hydrogen?
%)

i 14 A Yes. Again, if I could clarify, I think there are

15 two levels of understanding here, the level of understanding

16 which I had at the time tnat I wrote these notes --

II
G I understand.

18 A -- which left that question very ambiguous. Our

I9 later knowledge made it very clear that it was hydrogen, or

20
substantially a mixture of hydrogen and steam, and perhaps

01* traces of other things.

f^'; G At any time in your analysis did you come to learn
s-

23
that there was a concern about a steam bubble prior to March

24
gs 30, tha t is , prior to the time you learned of the:statusrof
d

5
TMI-2?
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j33
1 A May I repeat the question to make sure that I'

' .es

(:I5 2 understand:it? You're asking'mefif prior to March 30 I knew

3 .that there was a steam bubble in the reactor?

- f3
'\ /- . '4 0 No. At'some time during your involvement, up to

i 5 the present, did you learn that there was a concern on' site

6 about a steam bubble in the system or in the reactor vessel?

f 7 A Taking knowledge up to the present?
~

!
8; G That's correct.

!
'

9 A Oh, yes, indeed.

10 0 Did you understand this concern to exist.on March
.

11 29, or do you understand --

#

12 A I have no direct knowledge of that. ;

,

(
13 0 I asked you if you had any knowledge up to the

! 14 present time.

15 A From the analysis?
;

-

16 0 Yes.
1

17 A I think our analysis suggests that by the 29th,;

18 yes, that was understood to have been a steam bubble.

! G That was a steam bubble in the reactor vessel?19

i
i 20 A Somewhere in the vessel head certainly,cand

| possibly, in the steam generator.21

>

|

.

i 23
i s

s

| 24

() m .

i

l

i

,- _ . . , .-. . _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ . - , _ . _ , . . - _ . - . _ , ,.-_..-,,_..,_._,_c-
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' 4,7 -
-

G It's fair to say that it would not always lue
.

'

g

..() clear whether.a bubble'in the reactor ves'sel were a steam
.

:2
5

3 bubble or a hydrogen bubble, is that correct', or non-condensible

. () gas is.perhaps a better way of phrasing it?4

A Strictly speaking, you could have both'simultane-:5

6 ously; the bubble could be partly gas:and partly steam. In

7- fact, at all times it.was a. combination of gas and steam.

8 G What I'm talking about is primarily a steam bubble,

f 9 a primarily hydrogen non-condensible gas bubble. It's fair.to
.

in say that knowing there was a bubble in the reactor vessel, one
i

f could be unsure as to whether it was primarily a. steam bubble11
i

i 12 or primarily one of non-condensible gas.
i

!- 13 A Could you add to the question. Understanding as
'

j 34 of now or as of March could be very different.

| G As of March.15
I

A. As of --16
>

u
17 0 Perhaps I should clarify. My question is: on

!

| gg March 28 or March 29, one could be unsure whether a bubble that
>

[ ig was seen in the pressure vessel was of hydrogen or non-

20 condensible gas primarily or was a steam bubble.

21 A I am having a hard time coming to grips with that

n question.

23 0 There was a concern about the bubble in the

t 24 pressure vessel on March 29; is that fair to say?

! 25 A That's correct.

|
|

. .m ,_.,......,_.__..,,,_,mm. , . , - - - , , , ,,..w. - .-_.,e. .._.~~ - , ,,,,% . . , . . - . _ . ~ -,m , _ _ . . . - - , - . .
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I G What I'm asking you is: isn't it true that that

''u) 2 concern could be based in part on an uncertainty of whether it

3 was a steam bubble or a non-condensible gas bubble or a

(VD 4 hydrogen bubble?

5 A. Certainly as time went on, there was an increasing

6 understanding that it was not just a steam bubble. In fact,

7 even the occurrence of the steam bubble at that time was not

8 part of the general training and understanding an,d analysis

9 on reactors; so even that was a surmise for those people. And

10 as we know from other matters, it had only been recognized in

11 the NRC analysis and the B&W analysis, but not yet communicated

12 to the people at the site.

/~} 13 G In any case, there could be uncertainty if one
m)

14 were to know there were a bubble in the pressure vessel whether

15 it was non-condensible gas or steam?

16 A. Yes, indeed.

17 G Assuming for the moment -- again, I'd like to stick

18 for the moment to what people knew back on March 28th and 29th.

19 If one were to assume there were a steam bubble in the

20 reactor vessel and that there were a reactor coolant pump

21 operating, would you not have been led to' believe th'at af ter a

/q 22 certain period the steam bubble would be collapsed or condensed
V

23 such that it would disappear af ter a certain point?

24
A. That would be true only if there was a source of

O
25 water at a sufficient pressure. Simply running the circulating
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1 pump wouldn't ensure that. It would also require the heat

:'~)
's/ 2 pump be running and not be throttled back.

3 G Now, you're talking about HPI?

(/ 4 A Yes.

5 G What flow in HPI would be necessary in order to

6 cause this condensation of a steam bubble?

7 A Any flow in excess of the letdown would eventually

8 accomplish that. If it was only slightly in excess of letdown,

9 it would take weeks. If it was done at full flow of the pump,

10 it could take perhaps half an hour.

11 Q Full flow of one pump?

12 A No, three pumps.

(~} 13 G Full flow of three pumps. What pressure conditions
NJ

14 would be necessary?

15 A. I believe the pumps are capable of providing

16 pressures up to 2,600 psi. So they have the capacity of

17 collapsing the bubble, the steam bubble, regardless of the

18 system pressure.

19 G So it's fair to say that if all three reactor

20 coolant pumps were running at full flow for about a half an

21 hour, they would be capable of collapsing a steam bubble?,

!

e 22 A. I have to back off on the half hour. It depends
k,>w,

23 on how big the bubble is. Let me answer the question this

24 way: if the bubble is of X cubic feet, then three times thep_
V

Ei maximum pump flow divided into the X cubic feet will give you
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I the minutes approximately of the collapse.
;

' 3 )g- 2 MR. BLAKE: Ms. Bernabei, would you agreeLto just
<-

%,.

3 correcting the -record at this point in your question that you

' ) meant high pressure injection pumps rather than random-fueln4

: 5 pumps when youTreferred:.to'all three pumps running?

6 THE WITNESS: I referred to'high pressure injection.

7 I agreed with Ms. Bernabei when she identified the pumps and
;

i a specifically --
r

9 MR. BLAKE: Excuse me, Dr. Zebroski. Ms. Bernabei,

10 would you agree that - that was what you were referring to in

11 your question? i

12 MS. BERNABEI: Yes.
,

| /~ - 13 BY MS. BERNABE.I:
(

j 14 % In terms of the reactor coolant pump, could the

15 flow from the reactor coolant pump similarly collapse the

16 steam bubble in the reactor vessel?
1
l

17 A If you specified a great many more conditions, it
,

18 is possible; but in general the answer would be no, that alone>

;

I
19 would not do it.

20 g *What condition would you need to specify in order

21 to make that determination or evaluation?i

:
,

22 A You would have to specify the amount of residual

23 heat in the system -- that is to say the heat . capacity of the

24 vessel -- how much make-up flow you were providing from high

O
25 pressure injection, how much letdown flow was occurring and

,

!

- , . . - . - , . . - - . - - - . . . , . ...- , . - - - .- , . . . - . . . . - . . - - . - - . . - .
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1 the initial size of the bubble;

7
(_) 2 G Excuse me?

3 A And the initial size of the steam bubble.
,
,

k-) 4 G From your analysis -- and I would like you to

5 assume now from the depth of knowledge which you gained during

6 your analysis -- assuming the conditions of one reactor coolant

7 pump running, assuming also the make-up and letdown flow that

8 existed on Thursday afternoon at TMI, and assume --

9 A May I write this down, because it is going to be

10 hard to juggle all of these?

11 One circulating pump running.

12 G Reactor coolant pump; right?

13 ,( Yes.

14 G And assume the make-up and letdown flow that you

15 know to have existed on March 29th.

16 A I am sorry. That makes it impossible for me to

17 answer without referring to the documents, because I don't

18 know f rom my memory what the flow was on March 29th.

19 G You'll certainly be allowed to do that. And the

20 size of the bubble which you came to know or you have come to

21 know existed on Thursday.

22 A. Yes.
b(~'

23 G And my question is: if possible, how long would

24 it take to collapse a bubble if it were a steam bubble believed-

25 to have existed in the reactor vessel? If you need to refer
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1 to --

(
's._) 2 A Well, qualitatively, let me see if I can get the

3 intent of the question. If I miss the intent, please correct
,

V 4 me.

5 G Sure.

6 A I think that scenario of high pressure injection

7 to collapse a steam bubble I believe had already been tried

8 before, and the fact that the bubble had not collapsed and

9 condensed indicated that it was the non-condensible gas.

10 presumably hydrogen.

11 So had it been a steam bubble--I think I can bypass

12 the qualitative subject-- it would have collapsed already.

(' 13 Was that the thrust of your question?
N_)) <

14 G Yes. When had that attempt been made to collapse,

15 the bubble? Was it sometime on Thursday; is that fair to say?

16 A Well, the make-up pumps, I believe -- let me refer

17 to another exhibit here.

18 G Sure.

19 A The block valve was closed and remained'closedrat

M about not quite 15 hours into the accident, and the high;

21 pressure injection pump was turned on -- and this still

rN 22 leaves me at a loss because I don't have the March 29th
*

s

| 23 information here. But it is my impression that at one point,

|

| 24 the high pressure injection was left on for a fairly long time

/~)N
|

\.
25 and the reactor coolant pump was started.

|

,- -- _ .- ,_ -. -
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Had you 'had. only steam there, then certainly:by some-1

b 2 time on the 29th-a steam bubble, if that was the only gass-

i .
;

j 3 that was present, would have.been; collapsed.' The system pressu re

r.
4 was raised sufficiently. Enough water was going in.'

.

5 g - There is ' evidence. that the reactor coolant pump

i
'

6- started I believe at 7:20 or 7:40 in the evening of March 28th

7 and stayed on at least through the evening period of March 29th .

8 By what time would you expect the steam bubble to have

9 collapsed on March 29th?

! 10 A That's an extremely complicated ques tion. It also
.

*

11 would depend on the condition of the steam generators as to

?.

12 heat sink. So you would really have to specify a lot more.

13 G Assume that there was at least one steam generator

14 running.

15 A If you had a steam generator filled and the pump

16 that was running was feeding that side, and if you had only
i

i 17 the steam bubble, then you would expect the steam bubble to

18 collapse fairly quickly.

19 The operation has been done a number of times _since

20 then in similar instances.:

|

21 0 When you say "very quickly," how much time?

22 A Again, it would depend on the parameters. I think{}
23|, I gave a rough way of estimating it befcre. Certainly it won't

,

24 collapse any faster than you supply the volume of water
|

25 equivalent to the bubble. It may collapse more slowly than

_ ._ . _ _ ~ _ _ . , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ , _ . . _ - _ . - _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ , _
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1 that if the capacity is higher.

x' 2 O As'suming that the reactor coolant pump.is started

3 in the evening, 7:20 or 7:40 p.m., on March 28th and that there

g~)3\~ 4 is one steam generator running in that period or shortly

5 thereafter, when you say "very quickly," how quickly could you

6 expect the steam bubble to collapse?

7 A Please define the conditions once again. I can't

8 juggle them all.

9 0 Yes. Assume the conditions you knew existed in

10 the evening of March 28th as well as the fact that a reactor

11 coolant pump was started I believe at 7:20 p.m., 7:40 p.m.

12 that evening. Assume c.lso that there was HPI that was on and

I'') 12 remained on and increased to the extent that you know at

14 5:30 p.m., and that there was one steam generator running.

15 Hoa long would it take to collapse the steam bubble?

16 A To make a qualitative estimate, it would be less

17 than a couple of hours. That is really not based upon any

18 direct calculation of that system but knowledge of other systems

19 like the Crystal River incident in 1980.

20 G Returning for a moment to your notes for March 30th ,

21 I believe it's your testimony that at this point Mr. Keaten

22 at GPU knew or indicated to you they knew that the bubble was

,

23 a non-condensible gas bubble and not a steam bubble; is that|
!

24 correct?,,,g
%)

25 A. That is partly inferable from my notes, but I

t

- _ ,_ _
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think it is also part of my recollection. The notes say:
1

) " Don' t know what is in gas. Borated water with air in it."
'

2s

3 So it implies the concern that some of the gas may be air.

,.

(,) 4 0 Do you know when Mr. Keaten or GPU came to the

conclusion that the bubble in the reactor vessel was not5

6 condensible gas?

A I have no direct personal knowledge of that. I hav a7

seen various testimony which appears plausible in terms of8

g the sequence of things that happened. That perception arose

10 sometime during the 29th.

11 G Did you ever analyze or study when there was an

12 understanding within GPU of the bubble as being one of non-

13 condensible gases? Was that part of your study or analysis

14 of the accident?

15 A No. I think as our report stated, we had already

is heard so many contradictory perceptions from the operating

17 people, that we were trying to stick entirely to the hard

18 record, the recorders and so on.

19 G I believe it's your testimony that the first time

20 you were aware of the pressure spike was on March 31st; is that

21 correct?

22 A I cannot place it for you that accurately. That's

b("s
23 a guess.

24 G That was at the first meeting that you attended at

25 the TMI site concerning your duties regarding analyzing the
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1 accident?
,.

(_) 2 A Again, I have to say that's a guess. It was

3 sometime in the period of those two or three days, but I
,

,

k) 4 couldn't place it as to that particular afternoon.m

5 G It is your testimony, though, is it not, that

6 sometime during March 31 you became aware of a pressure spike?

7 A As I say, I can't place the time. That's a guess.

8 That's my best guess.

9 G You attended a meeting, an orientation meeting,

10 did you not, on the af ternoon of March 31st?

11 A Right.

12 G Mr. Dieckamp wa< present at that meeting; is that

(~') 13 correct?

U
14 A Correct.

15 G Was there any assessment provided of core damage

16 at that meeting?

17 A I think in the strict sense of the word, no. I

18 think the circumstances were described, and I think it was

19 intended that the groups with the various assignments make

M their own assessment. So I think we were not led into

21 conclusions, as near as I can recall.

22 G Was any assessment made of core damage at that

23 meeting? Perhaps I should say: was any assessment expressed

24 at that meeting?

25 A. If we define the terms as we discussed in the

1
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1 deposition,..there was certainly. clear awareness of. fuel damage.
~

-g.
\_) 2 CoreIdamage,'' as 'we<. discussed before, has a wide spectrum of

3 interpretation. So with that distinction made, there was no

4 discussion of core damage.

5 0 . And the way you are choosing to interpret it, if,

6 I am correct, is there was no assessment of structural core

7 damage?

8 A That's correct.

9 G But there was an' assessment, was there not, of

10 - fuel damage -- core damage in the sense of fuel damage?

11 A Not so much assessment as the fact that there were

12 radiation observations.

13 % And that assessment was, was it not, that there
r

14 was at a mi'nimum 15 percent failed fuel?

15 A That number was bandied about. I think it was

16 recognized that it had very little basis. In fact, it was a

17 guess from the radiation level.

18 G You testified at a prior time that the assessment

19 at that point of core damage, meaning fuel damage, was at a

3 minium 15 percent? That was the working figure that was used.

21 It may have ranged higher.

22 A I guess you are referring to the deposition. Shall

Z1 we say, as a normal human being, in any situation you have an

24 intuitive guess of the situation.

O
Wi G No, no, no --

. ._ . .
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1 A' As an investigator --

7
(_,) 2 G I'm talking about what was expressed at that

3 meeting. Ilave you ever - testified that expressed at that

(~)
q_j 4 meeting was an assessment.that core damage in the sense of

5 fuel damage was at least 15 percent?

6 A I am trying to answer that question.

7 G Can you answer it yes or no, Dr. Zebroski?

8 A No, ma'am, I can't.

9 Q Did you ever testify at a prior time that the range

10 of possibilities discussed at that meeting in terms of core

11 damage defined as fuel damage was 15 percent with an undefined
i

12 higher range?

(~T 13 A In my understanding of the word " assessment," I

<-).

14 would have to say no. As an investigator, we consider a range

15 of possibilities, and certainly in that sense of the word a

16 range of possibilities was expressed. As an assessment,

| 17 clearly no.

18 0 That range of possibilities which was expressed

19 was for 15 percent core damage defined as fuel damage upward;

20 is that correct?

21 A I believe, if I recall what I said was that I had

|
22 no reason to dispute a number which everyone recognized to be(~)V
23 very vaguely based on a guess.

24 As a working number to start with, clearly there was

25 a radiation level and clearly there was some fraction of fuel

- - - . .__
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1 leaking; and when you hear people who are acquainted with the

2 situation some days longer than you have giving a number, you,
_,

3 have no reason to dispute it, but I also didn't believe it

j 4 particularly.

5 G Mr. Dieckamp appeared in agreement with this

6 possibility of 15 percent or upward of failed fuel or core

7 damage defined as failed fuel.

8 MR. BLAKE: Was that a question?

9 MS. BERNEBEI: Yes, it is a question.

to MR. BLAKE: Can you repeat it, please?

11 THE WITNESS: I have no way of --

12 JUDGE SMITH: Wait a minute, please.

13 MR. BLAKE: Could you repeat the question?

14 JUDGE SMITH: I didn't understand that as a question.

15 MR. BERNEBEI: It was a question, but I'll lay some

16 foundation to alleviate Mr. Blake's objection.

17 BY MR. BERNEBEI:

18 G Mr. Dieckamp was at this meeting, was he not, on

19 March 31st?

m A. (Witness nodding af firmatively. )

21 G You will have to say yes or no, sir, for the record ,

,m 22 A. Yes.
I \

't,/

23 G Was he in agreement to your knowledge with this
i
i

24 estimate of 15 percent or greater fuel damage or core damage?

'
'

25 A I can't really tell. I can only say he didn't
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1 either agree with it or disagree with it. It was discussed,

/ '

(_), 2 and I presume that had he felt strongly about it in either

3 direction, he would have made that known. There was a working

(.
(._) 4 assumption recognized by all as being highly uncertain.

5 G The working assumption was that there was at least

6 15 percent fuel damage; is that correct?

7 A I am not even sure that the "at least" was present.

8 The number was bandied about with recognition that it was on

9 a very conservative basis. i
,

10 0 Have you testified at a prior time that the working
$

11 assumption was 15 percent ranging up to an undefired upper

12 limit of core damage?
\

'

(N 13 A I --
k

14 JUDGE SMITH: Wait a minute, please. Ranging --

15 MS. BERNEBEI: Up to an undefined upper limit. That is

16 ranging upward without limit. The words were not good, I agree .

(
17 THE WITNESS: I believe -- d

18 BY MR. BERNEBEI:
s

19 G Is that your prior knowledge? Is that your prior

N testimony, Mr. Zebroski?

21 A May I decompose the question? As ap assessment, no .

22 As a working basis for an investigator, yes.
,

| 23 G. So your working basis,was at a minimum there was
,

i l
24 15 percent core damage? '

_s

(_)'

M A No. I can't even say as a minimum. That was-a'
,
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1 central value around which a lot of uncertainty existed in

2 both directions.

3 0 Would you refer to pages 43 and 44 of your

O 4 deposition? Do you have that in front of you?

5 A I think I can find it.

6 MS. BERNEBEI: For the record, that is a deposition tha b.

7 was taken of Dr. Zebroski on November 6th, 1984 to this

8 proceeding.

9 THE WITNESS: Ye , tra ' am ; I have it.

10 BY MS. BERNEBEI:

1:
G I would like to refer you now to the question

12 starting on page 43, line 19. Question: Can you then tell

13 me what was the range of possibilities that you had in your

14 mind at that time? Answer: I don't think I can put an upper

15 limit on it. I would say that the 15 percent minimum seemed
.

16 very plausible, and I had no feeling for an upper limit.

17 Was that your testimony at that time?

18
i A. That is what the record shows.

19
G on pages 5 and 6 of your tes timony, you talk about,

20 | if I am characterizing it correctly, a misconception within
,

21 the NRC staff about the possibility or the likelihood of a

~ 90
hydrogen explosion at TMI on March 30th; is that correct?~~

23
A. I don't see that on pages 5 and 6 -- oh, the

24 testimony. Yes, ma'am; I have it now.

O ..
#

G Yoa talk in those two pages about a misconception

b |

+ ,

'1 .
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1
that you perceived within the NRC staff about the possibility

- )i of a. hydrogen explosion, is that correct, on-March 30th?2

3 A Is there _ a particular line or paragraph ~that. I

>m
ij should --4

5 g .I'm talking gene, rally about the discussion on
_

6 Page 5, the paragraph. continuing to the: top of page 6.

7 (Witness perusing) document. )

8 A Now, what was the question, please?

9 GE You _ discuss in th'e portion of your testia.ony I

to pointed out ' generally a misconception within the NRC staff

11 in your mind which existed on March 30th as to the possibility

12 of a hydrogen explosion at TMI.

13 A Yes, I believe that was a misconception.

14 G That is generally what you discuss, a misconception

15 within the NRC staff?
t

16 A Yes.

17 % If I understand, you are not contesting in this

18 discussion that there was, in fact, hydrogen present in the

19 pressure vessel at TMI on March 30th?

20 A No, I don't.

21 % Your contention is essentially there was not

22 oxygen present such as to cause combustion or an explosion?

-O-
23 A Correct.

j. 24 0 If I understand from your later testimony the basis

-( )
25 for your analysis is that the hydrogen which was present

|
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1 suppressed to some degree the radiolysis such that' oxygen was

12- not produced to create an'expl'osion; is'that correct?~

3 A Yes, ma'am.

) ~4 G Referring you to the~1ast' sentence-of the
,

5 paragraph -- excuse me; the paragraph which continued onto

6 page 6 which'talksLabout inquiries to national laboratories,
s

7 I would l'ike to" read the' sentence and ask you'some questions

8 about it.

9 'You say: "It' was later evident that the earlier

10 inquiries -to the national' laboratories did not indicate that

11 hydrogen was present in the reactor vessel."
4

12 Now, you're talking here about inquiries from the NRC

O 13 staff to national laboratories?

14 A I believe so.

15 G Do you have any direct knowledge of what inquiries

16 the NRC made to national laboratories concerning the hydrogen

17 bubble in the TMI reactor vessel on March 30th?

18 A As we discussed in the deposition, I have no

19 direct knowledge of the specifics of those inquiries, but can

20 only infer this from the answers given.

21 G Whatever information you ht . a about inquiries to

22 national laboratories comes essentially from the responses of

23 the national laboratories back to the NRC staff; is that

24 correct?

O'
h 25 A Correct.

.
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|

1 Q You are not stating in your testimony, are you, |

(~h
(_ ,) 2 that the inquiries from the staff to the national laboratories

3 were wrong in that they indicated hydrogen was present in

n)(_ 4 the reactor vessel?

5 A In that they failed to indicate that hydrogen was

6 Present.

7 G Your testimony is that those inquiries failed to

8 indicate that hydrogen was present in the reactor vessel?

9 A .I --

10 -O I'm just asking for an explanation of your

1) testimony.

12 A. Yes, I'm coming to that. There were two related

{~}/
13 questions being asked and there wasn' t sufficient distinction

x_
14 made between them. One is the radiolysis in the sump where

15 there is also known to be radiation from the failed fuel and

16 radiolysis in the vessel where the presence in the atmosphere

17 of hydrogen was very different from the situation in the sump.

18 And the answers that they received clearly indicate that those

19 two conditions were not well discriminated in the posing of

M the question.

21 G But insofar as this sentence states. the NRC staff

gs 22 did not indicate hydrogen was present in the reactor vessels
V

M in inquiries to national laboratories, that is not correct;;

|

| 24 they did, in fact, so indicate that, did they not?
b}v

25 A In the context of the question on the expected

_ -_ . - - - . - _ .
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1 radiolysis rate, 'he situation of the hydrogen was clearly not

2 made clear because the people who answered the question on'-the

3 radiolysis rate, had they been asked, would have also answered
_

_ 4 that there was a very high recombination rate under the same

5 circumstances. So by not giving that answer, it's clear they

6 were not asked that question.

7 G But what you're saying is inferring now from the

8 answer of the labs, not the direct inqui ries , yoit '':2 inferring

9 that the representation or the description of the hydrogen

10 present in the reactor vessel was not accurate, not that the

11 staff told these national laboratories there is no hydrogen;

12 is that correct?

13 A I can only infer that the presence of the hydrogen

14 was not called to the attention of the people who were being

15 asked the question about radiolysis.

16 G Your testimony is that you have no direct knowledge ,

17 You only have what knowledge you gained from the answers of

18 the national laboratories?

19 A Correct.

O G At page 6 of your testimony, you speak about your

21 efforts to estimate the extent of core damage, and I think you

73 22 base your observations in this and the following portions of your
G

23 testimony on the information available to you from the March 30

-
24 through April 4 period; is that correct?

x ~/
M A Approximately, yes.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
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1 - 'G And 'if I-understand --

~

).- 2 A 'Well, including whatever information we had on-

3 the.28th and.29th, of course, also.

() 4 G I am talking now about your assessment of the-

5 seriousness of core damage. 'You base that assessment, as

6 described in your' testimony, on what was available to you~

.

7 from March 30th to April 4th?

A Yes. The assessment at that time was based on the8

9 knowledge ~at that time.

i
p) G It was'not the information available to GPU

! 11 generally or site personnel generally but to you.- That's what
i

12 I'm trying to --
:

13 A Oh, I see what you're saying. Well, I think we
,

.)
14 were granted : access to most knowledgeable people. So I had

1

15 to at least assume that we had the information.
4

| 16 G Right; but whatever opinions you express in your

f 17 testimony is on the basis of what you had available to you?

'

ig A Yes, ma'am.
|

ny G Now, I believe you say that based on the informatioT

.9 available, you came to an assessment that core damage -- and'

21 I'm talking about your assessment in the early period through

A ril 4th -- your assessment was that the core damage was notP22

23 as serious as would be expected from the analysis in Wash-1400

24 and the NRC licensing criteria?

=)
n A Correct.

t

|

- . . . _ _ . . - . . _ . . _ - _ . . . - - - _ . - - _ . . _ , ,. . . . _ , . . . . . . . _ . . - _ - _ _ _ _ , . _ _ _ . . . - _ _ . _ - - - - , _
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1 0 Now, with 20/20 hindsight, in fact, the extent

2 of core damage at that time was as great as would be expected

3 in an analysis in Wash-1400 and the NRC licensing criteria; is

4 that correct?

5 A That is not correct. There ic no such analysis in

6 Wash-1400.

7 G I would like to read you the second sentence of

8 the testimony on page 6, the first full caragraph: "The

9 prevailing state of knowledge on possible reactor core damcge

10 as of 1979 was the analysis in the report Wash-1400."

11 I am asking you if you applied the prevailing state of

12 knowledge in the Wash-1400 analysis --

13 A Yes.

14 G --mid the related NRC calculations that were used

15 in licensing at that time --

16 A Yes.

17 G -- you would reach a more correct assessment of

18 the degree of core damage at TMI than you, in fact, reached

19 based on the information available to you March 30 through

20 April 4; that is that there was serious core damage? I am

21 talking with hindsight now.
~

gy 22 A As a speculation, I certainly had to consider that
)'

23 possibility based on the state of knowledge at that time. I

24 would be hard pressed to give good reasons for it.
,7,

'
'

25 0 .I'm not asking you-about what you did at the time.
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1= rem saying: given what we'know today about the extent of
.

2 core damage at TMI-2, isn't it true that whatever analysis-v.

3 would be reached through the infarmation available in Wash-1400

.

4 and-the NRC. calculations used in licensing would be closer to'

5 the mark in your assessment' based on the information available
~

6 to you in this early period? That is there was more serious -

7 core danage .than you. understood.

8 A. No. I am afraid that is seriously wrong, because

9 some'of the very basic information didn't arrive until a' day
'

10 or two later.

11 G -I am talking about right now.

12 JUDGE SMITH: .I recognize several time periods implicit

13 in your questions, and I think the witness is having trouble

14 sorting out your time-periods.

15 MS. BERNABEI: Okay; let me try to clarify it. I agree
4

16
~

with you',' Judge Smith.

17 BY MS. BERNABEI:

18 0 You talk in your testimony about how your evalua-

19 tion through the period of about April 4th that there was less

20 serious core damage than would be believed if one applied the

21 analysis in Wash-1400 and the related NRC licensing calculations;

22 is that correct? I'm just talking about what your testimony

23 says.

24
A. (No response.)

O
25

Q. Isn't that the import?

|
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1 A. Let me read it.

[^/i 2 G Sure; . page 6, the first- full - paragraph.s-

3 A I see it.

) (Witness perusing documents. )4-

5- I wouldn't change those words, because there was

6 really -- between-the situation of.either a small or a large

7 number of fuel leakers-and the situation of extensive melting

8 of the fuel, there was-no discrimination in Wash-1400.-

*

9 Wash-1400 specifically states - can'd--theh'the appsndix

to qualifies that there is a large degree of analysis that was

11 not done --Thasicallyistates that if the fuel gets somewhere

12 over 2000 F you go to meltdown and then describes the

13 consequences of meltdown. But it makes no description of

14 the intermediate states. In fact, the means for making those

15 calculstions did not exist in 1979. The basic data on which
-

.
to make those calculations did not exist.16

17 g I think the question I asked you was a little more

18 simple, Dr. Zebroski. The question is: if one applied the

19 Wash-1400 analysis or knowledge gained in the Wash-1400 and

N also if one assumed what you call the NRC calculations used

21 in licensing and reached an estimate based on the conditions

22 you knew at that time, wouldn' t one reach a closer estimate

23 to the degree of core damage than you reached in your analysis

24 with the information available to you; that is that there was

O
M serious core damage?

I
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1 A I:tried to answer that several. times. As my
-n

k- - 2 personal speculation,1because .I have done test work which carried2

3
~

..

fuel through extensive damage, I haven' t considered that as
_

q( /-
.

.

4 a real possibility 'for the investigation. But as a. reasonable ,

5 thing ~that one would write'down.as a conclusion or an'assessmen b-

6 at that time, we didn't have the'information yet.,

;

7 6 Isn' t it true that a new Department of Energy
~

8 study has indicated, in fact, a portion of the fuel at TMI
?

! 9 melted?
:

10 MR. BLAKE: Objection.'

11 THE WITNESS: That was also --

12 MR. BLAKE: Objection, Dr. Zebroski.,

(
13 JUDGE SMITH: When an objection is made, we want to

14 avoid your answering until there has been a resolution on it.
4

{
15 THE WITNESS: All right.

,

16
i MR. :BLAKE: The nature of my objection is relevance.

17 I don't see it.

18 ~What is the relevance?JUDGE SMITH:

I9 MR. BERNABEI: I assume in the context of his testimony

* br. Zebroski -- his testimony is being offereds to show the

21

|_

low rate of understanding -- not rate -- the low level of

i (} . 22 understanding of core damage at the time of the TMI-2 accident.

23 It appears to me that some of the NRC reports and

24
| . . calculations he criticizes in his analysis were, in fact, closer

|
25'

to assessing and understanding the extent of core damage at

!
!

,.-..--.-,-_.,.~-...,..._.,_._.,....__..._s.__, . _ - , , . . ~ _ . , , - . _ . _ , . . , _ . _ - . _ - . _ . . . _ _ . . - .
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1 TMI than his own. And I think given that he has chosen to

2 criticize the NRC staff's understanding of core damage and'

3 understanding of the accident that that is fair ground to ask

- 4 him: given what we know today, weren' t they perhaps closer to

5 the mark than you were in your analysis. That's really the

6 extent of it.

7 JUDGE SMITH: The way you jump around in time periods,

8 it is very, very hard for me to follow the logic of your

9 question.

10 MS. BERNABEI: I f rankly don' t see the relevance of

11 a great deal of this, but since it has been at least for

12 questioning allowed in this proceeding, I think it's fair to

13 ask Dr. Zebroski whether or not those NRC regulations and

14 reports which he criticizes were, in fact, closer to assessing

15 core damage than his own assessments at this period. That's

16 what I understand the import of his testimony to be.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Even if that were the case, then of what

18 value is it to you, to the witness and to the Board, a news-

19 paper clipping of last week?

20 MS. BERNABEI: I don't think it's a newspaper clipping.

21 It's a Department of Energy study that was --

22 JUDGE WOLFE: In any event, what is the importancegS
-

23 of it?

24 MS. BERNA 9EI: I frankly don't see the importance of,,

(
s'

25 this testimony, but it seems to me that the credibility of his
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~ l ~- testimony is open to question and the scundness of-his*

A
2' testimony ,is open to question given that the -Board is going

3 to consider it and did not strike it as I moved..

4 JUDGE SMITH: Certainly his testimony is not going to

5 be impeached based upon any Department of Energy newspaper

6 account of last week. So from that point of view, it's

7 irrelevant.-

8 MS. BERNABEI: I just proffer that I' think the

9 Department of Energy study was not a newspaper account but

10 in fact a study that was either authorized, directed or

11 otherwise recommended by the NRC --

12 JUDGE SMITH: I'm sorry; I was careless in my speech.

13 The only thing that the Board .knows about the study that you 3

14 are talking about is a newspaper account.

15 MR. McBRIDE: Mr. Chairman, I hadn't expected to have

16 to participate, but I have to note that I think it is quite

17 wide of the mark for Ms. Bernabei to comment about a witness'

18 credibility, a man as distinguished as Dr. Zebroski.

19 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. McBride, I am afraid we will have

20 difficulty. I agree that Dr. Zebroski would under certain

21 circumstances have independent rights not to be badgered, not'

22 to be ridiculed, not to be mistreated, and your presence here

23 for that purpose is welcome. However, when he agreed to

24 testify, he put in issue his expertise, his credibility and

.O
25 the believability of his testimony.
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1 ' Counsel .for Licensee, short of abuse 'of the witness ,4

. .n .-

A l. ss . 2 will be the only one having standing -- well, of course,'the

'3 parties will be the only ones.who have standing. So.I would

(),(_/, 4 appreciate it if you would ' reserve your comments about his.

.

5 status and his believability-and credibility,until you
i
J

3

6 perceive personal abuse, and then by all means when that

! 7 happens, please bring it to'our attention.
t
I

8 MR. McBRIDE: I. will just say that I am not trying
,

;
't

9 to interject. The only reason I did it is --
j

I
10 JUDGE SMITH: Wait. We've run out of tape.;'.We',ll- 'r

'11 take a 10-minute recess..
;

12 (Recess.)j
:

.

k

1
1
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;

IO

i
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.

I

!
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20
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!
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23

I24

O
25
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1 JUDGE SMITII: On the record.

2 Mr. McBride, you may complete your remarks.

3 MR. McDRIDE: I don't see any need to say anything

4 further, Judge Smith.

5 BY MS. BERNABEI:

6 G I would like to refer you down to the portion of

7 your testimony on page 6, the middle of the first full para-

8 graph in which you speak about the information available to you

9 March 30 through April 4.

10 You had available to you in that period information

11 about the pressure spike and the related hydrogen calculations,

12 is that correct?

13 A That is correct.

14 0 I believe you also had available to you some

15 reactor coolant samples?

16 A. I would have to consult the rec rd to know exactly

17 what the timing of that is. I recall the timing on the gas

18 samples. I don't recall -- oh, I do recall that there was

19 somewhat conflicting information on coolant samplas, so that

20 there had been some analysis. The test value was not resolved.

21 G Is it your testimony that you do not know what

22g-) reactor coolant samples you had available to you in that period ,
' J

23 that is from March 30 to April 4?

24 A. In the literal meaning of your question, the answer,_
; i )

'

25 is no. In the sense of having some idea of the result, the
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1 answer is yes,
r~s

IV 2 O Did you have available to you allreactor coolant samples

3 that had been taken prior to March 30, and during the period

("\
V' 4 March 30 to April 4?

5 A The word "all" in that question, I can' t certify

6 whether we had all or some. I clearly had some. Whether I had

7 all is unknown.

8 G -Isn't it'true that today you cannot identify which

9 reactor coolant samples -- that ig., which reactor. coolant ,

10 samples were taken at one time -- you had available to you

11 during this period?
%

12 MR. BLAKE: Obj e ctio'n . Asked and answered. The witness

'

(~'i 13 has answered the question. He said, without consulting the
U

14 record --

15 MS. BERNABEI: The question wasn't whether he had seen

16 them all, but whether or not he knew those that he had seen,

17 that is the daues for the reactor coolant samples he had

18 available in the period March 30 to April 4.

19 My question was a leading question; that is: you do

[
20

|
not know the dates of the reactor coolant samples you had

21 available to you during that period.

(~N 22 MR. BLAKE: I agree with your statement of the question.
| (_)

23 My objec Lion stands .

|
24 MS. BERNABEI: I haven' t asked the question. Maybe|

(~-;

\
. 25 someone else has.

|

l
t

I
;

. _ _
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1 JUDGE StiITII: I don't recall it being asked in that

(~)N.\ 2 subset form.-

3 MR. BLAKE: Then I'll withdraw the objection.
r^s
(_) 4 BY MS. BERNABEI:

5 S Do you remember the question?

6 A Le t me res ta te the question to make sure I under-

7 s tand it. Do I have knowledge of the times and samples drawn?

8 I have no firsthand knowledge of the specific times and

9 samples drawn. My specific recollection is that as fast as the

10 results came in, they were communicated to us t either by

11 telephone or somebody put it on the blackboard.

12 G Is it fair to say that you --

(~ 13 A But I can't recall the specifics, since there were
b}

14 many bits of data coming in. I can't recall the specifics of

15 when and what.

16 0 It is fair to say you do not know today whether or

17 not you had available to you in this period all the reactor

18 coolant samples prececing and included in that period -- that

19 is, from March 28 through April 47

.

M MR. BLAKE: Objection, asked and answered.

21 MS. BE RN ABEI : I don't think he answered the question.

22 That's why I asked it again.

23 JUDGE SMITII: I am having difficulty following. Do you

24 perceive the question as having been answered?

O
25 Tile WITNESS: I gave a kind of an answer to it, which is.
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l' that'--

. '2 ~ JUDGE SMITH: Wait a minute.

3 MS.'BERNABEI: I would appreciate a-yes or no answer,

4 if possible.

5 JUDGE SMITH: See, the real harm in asking a question

6 again which has already been answered is that the witness

7 perceives different in a question he has already answered. If

8 it is put to himtagain, he perceives that there is a different

9 purpose.

10 MS. BERNABEI: No, no. It was the same question; I

11 don't believe' it was answered the first time. What I am

i 12 actually requesting is a yes or answer: does he know today

13 whether he had available to him in this period all reactor

| 14 coolant samples taken up to this date, April 4.
i

| 15 I think a yes or no answer is appropriate to that

16 question.
!

! 17 JUDGE SMITH: That's not the point. The question is,
I

? '

|
18 was it asked and answered before. And I don' t believe that

{ 19 that particular subset of items was asked before.

20 But if we go much farther along this line, I am going to

21 be totally confused, as opposed to partially, the way I am now. :

r

.
22 MS. BERNABEI: What I addressing is, what information

| 23 was available for him to make his opinions. on page 6.

24 JUDGE SMITil: You may answer.

O
25 TIIE WITNESS: When you put the word "all" in, there is

_ . . _ , , . - _ _ . _ . . . ~ . . _ . , - - - . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ , _ . - , , - . . , _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ - - .
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1 ~ no way cf knowing by anybody whether all _information on any

2 subject, even near and dear to his heart, istavailable' |It is.

3 an unanswerable question with the word "all." However ---

() 4 B' Dr.-Zebroski---

5 A If you would allow;me, I would like to answer the

6 thrust of your question.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Let-him finish.

8' _MS. BERNABEI: I would like him to answer yes or no.

9 ' JUDGE SMITH: No. I will allow him to finish in his way,.

10 because the problem has been brought about by your series of

11 questions, the confusion about the series, the distinction

12 between one' question and another.

13 And the only way it can be prevented.is to allow him to

14 answer narratively.

15 Tile WITNESS: My impression was that the sample handling ,

16 transmittal and analysis was being supervised by the NRC, and

17 work was being done at the national laboratories.

18 It would be extremely implausible to me that that

19 information was not fully, comprehensively made available to

20 everybody.
i
1

; 21 So, my inclination, without the : direct chapter-and-verse

i
22 knowledge, is that "all" is very probable. The answer to the

M "all" question is in reality, in all. probability, yes , even

24 though I can't prove it.

O..
25

i

L_
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1 BY MS. BERNABEI:
_

2 G You in fact have no direct knowledge that you were

3 given all reactor coolant samples; is that correct, direct

)
4 knowledge -- not your general knowledge of what was occurring

5 on that date?

6 l. I can only say it was a very strong presumption. I

7 have no direct knowledge of any subject in life when the word

8 "all" is put on it. It's an unanswerable question.

9 G Do you have any direct knowledge or information that

to you received the reactor coolant sample that was taken at

11 approximately 6:45 a.m. on March 28?

12 A. Without consulting the record, I can't be that

13 specific.

14 G Can you consult the record, whatever information yot

15 have available to you?

16 A We have answered the NSAC-1 document, so I would

17 have to consult that. I do n ' t h ave that available.

18 G I can give you a copy, here.

19 A I think Mike has a copy, or Dave.

3) (Document handed to the witness by Counsel Bernabei.)

21 JUDGE WOLFE: Could I have the number on that, please?

22(~', MS. LEWIS: Item 63.
v

23 MR. B LAKE : We have at least one here, if the Board

24 would like to use additional copies.,--

( !

25 MR. DORNSIFE: I have a copy he re.

|

.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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1 JUDGE SMITII: We have nothing.
-

2 TIIE WITNESS: I need to decompose the question as to a

3 matter of time frame. In the time frame of the investigation
~

_s 4 which went on in the following year, there is no question that
_

5 all stones were turned. I think that's the thrust of your

6 question, what access we had in the days immediately following

7 the accident.

8 BY MS. BE RNABEI :

9 G It's very specific, Mr. Zebroski. It's in the'

10 period March 30 through April 4 on which you base your opinions

11 presented on page 6 of your testimony.

12 A. I'm sorry. NSAC-1 would have no relevance to that

13 time, since it didn't exist at that time.

14 G My question to you is: in the period March 30

15 through April 4, did you L ve available to you as a part cf the

16 information available to you a re ac tor coolant sample taken on

17 March ^ at 6:45 a.m.?

18 A. There were a number of conflicting samples. I am

19 sure that was one of them. I don' t know of any exclusion. I

' 20 know of no record that says any samples were excluded from our

21 information at that point.

~ 22 G Isn't it true that you testified at a prior time

23 that you have no knowledge whether or not you received all

24 reactor coolant samples taken in that period, and in f act you, ,)'
'

25 know of no specific reactor coolant sample that you received

i
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1

1 during that period?
,..

( ,) 2 A I received no samples. I did receive results.

3 % Is that your prior testimony?

(~)T( 4 A I made that dis tinction in the deposition. We

5 received zero samples '--

6 Q Let me s tart over --

7 A -- but we did receive results. .

8 JUDGE SMITH: Don ' t cross- talk . Let him finish his

9 answer.

10 BY MS. BERNABEI:

11 O Is it your prior testimony or is it not your prior

12 testimony, Dr. Zeb roski , that you do not know today that you

(~ 13 received all reactor coolant sample measurements or results
O}

14 that were taken in the period of March 28 through April 4

15 during the period of March 30 through April 4?

16 MR. BLAKE: Objection, on two grounds. First, we are

17 not here merely to test the witness ' memory. If there is some

18 prior piece of testimony that she wants to ask Dr. Zebroski if

19 he would stand by today, that is one thing. That is not what

2 she is doing.

21 Second, I think that the way she has at least character-

22 ized the prior piece of testimony, whatever she's referring to,
O'|

23 is precisely what his testimony has been today. He can't

24 certify all. He was aware of what he was aware of.

(i

! 15 MS, BE RNABEI : That is exactly what I am trying to

|

L
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1 demonstrate. He offered certain opinion based on information

(3x_/ 2 available to him in the early part --

3 MR. BLAKE: IIis --

r~
(_T) 4 MS BERNABEI: Mr. Blake, if you will allow me to

5 finish -- Dr. Zebroski has offered a certain assessment of
,

6 core damage based on the information available to him in the

7 early af termath of - the accident.

8 I believe his testimony is to the effect that there was

9 not suf ficient knowledge available to assess to any accurate

10 degree the extent of core damage.

11 I believe we are entitled to check or to test whether

12 or not he had adequate information available in this period to

13 make the assessments he did, and whether he had available to

14 him the knowledge and information available to the licensee.

15 And if he did not, then I think that discredits to some

16 degree his opinions as offered in his testimony. That is what

17 we're trying to do.

18 JUDGE SMITII: That is a very complicated chain of logic,

19 and the trouble I have following through from beginning to end

2 is that we begin with the premise that he did not have

21 information. Then you are trying to establish that, contrary

22 to that testimony, he did not have information. That's where

23 I fall down. And then from there on in it only goes downhill.;

24 MS. BERNABEI: What we are trying to demonstrate is, he

:
M did not have the information available to the licensee in the

,- - _- .- -_ . . . - _ _ _. -._ . _ - - _. _- _ . . - ..
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1 carly aftermath of the accident.
--

2 JUDGE SMITH: There was information, but that he did not

3 have it?

- 4 MS. BERNABEI: That's correct. That is what we are

5 trying to establish: what information was available to him to

6 draw the conclusions and make the analysis he did in the early

7 days a f ter the accident.

8 JUDGE WOLFE: I have a problem with your question,

9 because I think the witness has already made it known that he

10 distinguishes between the word " samples" and the word "results. "

11 Your ques tion posed "resultr, or samples . " Ile has

12 already made that distinction.

13 MS. BE RNABEI: I amended the question to conform to his'

11 terminology. My last question, I amended that so we were

15 understanding each other.

16 JUDGE SMITil: Let's sort thir.gs out one at a time. You

17 underr tand Judge Wolfe 's concern that the inquiry put to you

18 encompasses results?
,

19 TIIE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

N JUDGE SMITil: That's put to rest.

21 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Excuse me. Before you proceed,

(~; 22 Mn. Bernabei, I should like to ask the witness a question that
(_J

23 will clarify something in my mind.

24 Dr. Zebroski, as you now reconstruct the events in thes

( )
s'

25 past, do you recall ever being in a situation in which you

,
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1 concluded that your assessment of the extent of core damage

2 could have been accomplished more effectively if certain

3 information that you knew existed had been made available to
,,

'

- 4 you, but indeed was not made available to you?

5 THE WITNESS: The answer to that is unequivocably no.

6 And if I may clarify one other terminology question, the

7 lack of information that I am alluding to -- which I do allude

8 to a lack o f information -- what I am saying is that the state

9 of art of interpreting the radiation levels, even if you had

to 100 percent knowledge and measurement of it at that time and

11 had 100 percent assurance of accuracy, which was not available

12 in this period, even with that information, the ability to

13 interpret that in terms of core damage is what was lacking.

14 Th a t 's the information I said was lacking, not the

15 sample information. I have no doubt at all in my mind that we

16 had total access to the sampling.

17 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Thank you.
,

le JUDGE SMIT!!: Now, what you wish to do, Ms. Bernabei, is

19 test his last statement that there was total access to the

20 sample reports and sample results .

21 MS. BERNABEI: That's correct.

22 JUDGE SMITH: And you also wish to test the opinion

23 expressed in response to Judge Linenberger's question, that

24 even if they had a certain totality of all information, its
f )

25 would not change his view or his opinion.
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1 As I understand where we are right now, it is that
s

.

because of the state of science at that time, the omission of2

3 some information would not have changed the analysis.

k 4 Now, do you want to test both of those premises?

5 MS. BERNABEI: I think that's a fair characterization.
.

6 JUDGE SMITH: And have I fairly summarized what has

7 passed by in the last several minutes?

8 THE WITNESS: Yes.

9 JUDGE SMITil: Do you agree, Mr. Blake?

10 MR. BLAKE: I believe you have , Judge Smith. My ques-

11 tion is whe the r or not Ms . Bernabei is allowed to test the

12 fi rs t o f the two purposes you have identified, and if so how

13 in this proceeding, and what relevance and materiality it may

14 have.

15 JUDGE SMITII: Well, that's the bigger problem I have

16 about the whole line. I don't know how to do deal with that.

17 I guess I can see an indirect relevance.

18 Your point is that the corporation was sitting on

19 information --

N MS. BERNABEI: That's correct.

21 JUDGE SMITH: -- that he didn ' t have , and you want to

22 impute that information somehow to Mr. Dieckamp, and this('S
'L]

23 exculpating testimony then will be somehow to no avail. Is

24 that the basic strategy?7y
: !

~

25 MS. BERNABEI: Dr. Zebroski of fers a number of opinions
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1 about the low level of understanding of core damage. What I
o

(_) 2 am suggesting is that he did not have information available to

3 him to render this opinion; and that to the degree he talks

O)(_ 4 about Mr. Dieckamp's informing and involvement, then I think we

5 can impute that to Mr. Dieckamp.

6 JUDGE SMITil: Going that route, I don't see much point

7 in the testimony.

8 MS. BERNABEI: I don't see much point in his testimony,

9 period. It seems to me the only relevance his testimony has ,

10 as far as I can tell, is conversations he may have had with

11 Mr. Dieckamp and Mr. Dieckamp's understanding of the analysis

12 of core damage,

n)
13 Ilis general testimony about the low understanding of

\.
14 core damage,- of accidents of' this severity and the resulting

15 core damage does not appear relevant to Mr. Dieckamp state of

16 mind, and that was our original objection.

17 Given that the Board is allowing in his testimony as to

18 technical personnel and others' low understanding of the degrec

19 of core damage at TMI in the af termath of the accident, I

3) think we are entitled to challenge the basis for his evaluatior.

21 or assessment, and that is what we're trying to do.

22 JUDGE SMITil: Yes, you can do it, but you have to

23 understand toward what end. The end that I thought we were

24 going to, which has some relevance, was that he testifies

25 about the ambiguous information and the uncertain analysis.

|
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1 And I thought you were going to say, "Okay, that may

2 have been your perception, but the corporation and in particular

3 Mr. Dieckamp had hard information that you didn' t have."

x____ 4 MS. BERNABEI: That's correct.

5 JUDGE SMITH: The re fo re , this exculpatory testimony

e should not operate to excuse Mr. Dieckamp.

7 MS. BERNABEI: Exactly.

8 JUDGE SMITH: But when I suggest that to you, you go

9 another route and you say, the purpose of this testimony is to

10 explain Mr. Dieckamp's involvement in the activities that

11 Dr. Zebroski is testifying to.

12 And you are trying to demonstrate something by that

8 13 route which I don't understand the relevance of.

14 MS. BERNABEI: I was not clear. That is not our

15 intention with this line o f questioning.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Your purpcse is as I first stated it?

17 MS. BE RNABEI: That is correct.

18 JUDGE SMITil: With that, then, thin'- that you should'

19 be allowed to go to the particular piece o f in fo cmation to

20 which you allude and put it to the witness and see wl)at happens ,

21 L which is a particular reading at u .rticular time.

22 BY MS. BERNABEI:(~}
LJ

23 G Is it fair to say that you do not know today --

24 JUDGE SMITil: Aren't you going to pursue th a t? We're 1,s

( \
|

'N /
25 going all the way back now, several questions. There was a
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1 particular question as to what we had'been debating, and that

2 is: did he know about a particular.--
\

3 MS. BERNABEI: That's right. That's the question,

,

4 JUDGE SMITII: All right.

5 BY MS. BERNABEI:

a G You do not know today, do you, whether you had

7 available tc you March 30 through April 4 the reactor coolan*

9 sample taken at 6:45 a.m. on March 28?

9 A With the full knowledge of all the investigations

10 that have looked at this question, I know of nothing that we

11 knew subsequently that would have changed our state of under-

12 s tanding at that time.

13 G I am asking for a yes or no answer.

14 JUDGE SMITII: Counsel is entitled, Dr. Zebroski, if it

15 is possible, for you to answer yes or no. There will be

16 opportunities for explanation, for whatever counsel wants to

17 do, and indeed for whatever you want to do.

18 T!!E WITNESS: I understand.

19 JUDGE SMITil: But for our purposes , she is entitled to

N develop a line of logic and have your direct answers to it.

21 TIIE WITNESS: No.

^ 22j' 'y BY MS. BERNABEI:
V

23 G Your answer is no?

24zs A That's what I said.
( !
'"

25 G And is fair to say that you.do not know today
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|

1 whether or not available to you in this period immediately |
O
-( l 2 af ter the accident you had all the reactor coolant samples

3 taken during that period? And I would. like a yes or no answer.

(q
.R. BLAKE: Objection. Asked and answered about fourM() 4

5 times.

6 UDGE SMITil: That indeed has been asked and answered,

7 and we have ruled that in the context of this long series of

8 questions, his narrative explanation would be permitted. Ile

9 has given it. The objection is sustained.

10 BY MS. BERNABEI:

11 G I'll go back to the deposition. Didn' t you testify

12 at a prior time that in fact you could not state that you had

(~'} 13 available to you all the samples taken in that period?

iv'
14 A With the word "all," I have to say yes.

15 G I believe it is your testimony that you had

16 available to you certain thermocouple data from March 31; is

17 that correct?

18 MR. BLAKE: I'm sorry, what testimony?

19 MS. BERNABEI: IIis profiled testimony.

M BY MS. BERNABEI:

21 G Specifically referring you to page 9, the last

M sentence, you had available to you certain thermocouple

M temperature readings; is that correct?

_
24 A Where on the page?

| M G Last sentence.
,

. _ . . . _ _ _ _ .~ _ - . , _ _ . - - _ . . . _ , - - . . _ . - - , . - ,_
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1 A Yes, ma'am.
,.
,

\_/ 2 G It is fair to say, is it not, that you in your

3 testimony state you had access to certain in-core thermocouple
,o
i) .4 temperature readings in this period?n

*

5 A Correct.

6 G And I believe the readings or'.the near-normal

7 readings .to which you referred at the bottom of page 9 are

8 readings taken on March 31?

9 A Yes.

10 0 Did you have available to you at any time in this

11 early period of your assessment theafull set of 51 or so

12 readings taken of in-core thermocouple temperatures on March 28 ?

f] 13 A. No.

V
14 G . In fact, you did not receive those until approxi-

15 mately six weeks af ter the accident, is that correct?
.

16 A Correct.

17 G Did you have available to you in-core thermocouple

18 temperature readings taker. on March 29 or March 30?

19 A. When?

M G All the questions are in the period March 31 th rough
i

|
'

21 April 4.

22 A Information , yes . The exact paper, no.

M G Did you have before you all in-core thermocouple

24 temperature readings for those days?

()~'

M A Not all.

.-._. _. . __ - - - - .. - - . , _ . . . - _ - . . - _ - _ - - .
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3 G I believe it's your testimony that the first reactor

2 building atmospheric sample which you are aware of was taken at

3 approximately 6:00 a.m. on March 30, is that correct?

i
t 4 A I am not sure. I see another record that says 4:00

5 a.m. Our record says 6:00.

6 G At any case, the early morning of March 31 was the

7 first one of which you know?

8 A res.

9 O And if I am correct, you directed or instructed that

to that be taken, or your group instructed that that be taken?

11 A. That was my impression, which I believe now on the

12 record is not correct. Other people had already initiated that ,

13 I think. We simply endorsed it.

14 MS. BE RNABEI : If you will allow me just one moment?

15 (Pause.)

16 BY MS. BERNABEI:

17 G Dr. Zebroski, is it fair to say that you know of no

18 reactor building atmospheric sample taken on March 29? That's

19 the gist or import of your prior testimony?

m A I know of no sample taken on March 29.

21 G Do you know of any sample that was directed to be

,- 22 taken on that date?

m A. I know only what's in the reco rd .

24 0 I would like to show you what appears at the bottom
',

I
J

25 of page 6 of TMIA Exhibit No. 2. It is the fourth page of that
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1 exhibit.

2 (Document handed to the witness by Counsel Bernabei.)

3 O I am representing for the moment that this has been

4 identified previously as Mr. Seelinger's notes or logs for that

5 day, March 29.
.

6 It indicates, does it not, that there is a concern or

7 indication that a reactor building atmospheric sample was to be

8 taken?

9 (No response.)

10 0 Sir, you'll have to answer yes or no, I think, fo r

11 the record.

12 MR. BLAKE: Could I have the question repeated, please?

13 You're referring the witness to page 4?

14 MS. BERNABEI: Perhaps the reporter could read it back--

15 i t 's page 6 o f TMI A E xhibi t No . 2, which is the fourth page of

16 that exhibit.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Okay, Exhibit No. 2. We may have one

18 MS. BE RNABEI: We may have one of the Boa rd 's copies of

19 that exhibit.

20 THE WITNESS: Could I have the question again, please?

21 BY MS. BERNABEI:

r3 22 Q. Yes. It indicates, does it not, tha t there is a-

k !m
'

M concern or instruction to take a reactor building atmospheric

24 sample on March 29, that entry?,
| ( )

'

M MR. B LAKE : Objection.
|
|

|

|
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1 JUDGE SMITH: We're still trying to find the exhibit.

2 Just stop, please.

3 MS. BERNABEI: Here is another copy.

4 JUDGE SMITH: We're in Exhibit No. 2, page 4?

5 MR. BLAKE: Page 6, number 6, which I believe is the

6 fourth page in the exhibit.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Now, disregard the question and the

8 objection and start again.

9 BY MS. BERNABEI:

10
0 Referring you to the bottom portion of that page,

11 Dr. Zeb ros ki , and assuming for the moment --

12 JUDGE SMITH: Please specify the page. I'm confused

13 between page 4 and page 6.

14 MS. BERNABEI: Page 6 is the number that appears at the

15 top righthand corner of the page .

16 JUDGE SMITH: Wait until he gets that page.

II BY MS. BERNABEI;

18
Q. You are with me on that page of that exhibit, is

I9 that correct?

A. Yes.

21
0 Now, re ferring you to the bottom portion of that

22
[~') page, it indicates, does it not, that there is a concern about

23 taking a reactor building atmospheric sample on that date?

24
A. I read the words, "Need RD atmosphere or atm sample "

t

25
O. You have no information, do you, about an atmospher .c
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1 sample that was taken on that date, March 29?-

2 A Correct.

3 G You speak in your testimony about in-core thermo-

4 couple data which indicated near-normal levels. That is, just

5 to confirm the date, March 31, is that correct, the bottom of

6 page 9?

7 A Correct.

8 0 Were you aware on March 29, two days previous, that

9 there was a concern about high in-core temperatures both

10 within the NRC and within GPU?

11 A. Can you specify when, when that awareness? Your

12 question is unclear as to time.

13 0 Yes; in the af ternoon of March 29?

14 A Definitely not.

15 0 I would like to refer you now to the same Exhibit

16 No. 2 which you have before you. Did you have any indication

17 or knowledge that five in-core readings were in the range of

18 500 to 600 degrees Farenheit on the af ternoon of March 29?

19 A. No. You mean on March 29? The answe r is no. If

20 you mean on some other date, the answe r is yes .

21 0 All my ques tions are referencing now the period

22 between March 31 and April 4, on which you base your opinion..r y
! )

_

23 Were you aware then --

24 A. Oh, then, that's di f ferent. I misunderstood your
7_s

| )'

~

25 question to be, did you realize on March 29, and the answe r is

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 no. If you said, did you know later, depending on when "later"
.

2 is, it could change the answer.

3 G "Later" in all my questions is March 31 through

4 April 4. With that understanding, did you know first that

5 there was a concern about thermocouple temperatures within the

6 NRC and B&W and licensee about high in-core temperatures on

7 that date?

8 A Was there a concern by those people in the time

9 frame of March 29?

10 g Righ t .

11 A I believe at some later time we did gain that

12 perception, but I don't know when.

13 G Is it fair to say that you testified during your

14 deposition th at in fact you did not know in the March 31

15 through April 4 time frame of this concern on March 29 of

16 high in-core tempe ra ture readings?

17 A No, that is not correct. If I s tated it, I will

18 retract it, because we had at least hearsay evidence that some

19 high readings had been obtained, but also some very low

N readings that we discounted. But we did not actually --

21 JUDGE SMITII: Does Dr. Zeb roski have access to his

22
/^') deposition as these questions are being put to him?
(-

23 MS. BERNABEI: We will certainly provide him with

24
s access, yes.

t )
25
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1 BY MS. BERNABEI:
s

2 g Were you aware of.five to six in-core temperatures

3 reading in the 500 to 600 degree range on March 29? Again,
~

4 were you aware in the period March 31 through April 4?

5 A I believe in my deposition I stated that we had --

6 the core thermocouple temperature maps then current were

7 supplied to us immediately in the fi rs t review meeting.

8 And then over the next days, I think we also got

9 technical information about it which showed this scattered

10 pattern of high and low temperatures.

11 My sentence in the tes timony in question stands , that

12 some of them were near-normal, and that led to the confusion.

13 g That was not my question. Let me ask the question,

14 and you can answer yes or no. I would appreciate a yes or no

15 answer.

16 Were you aware of a concern on March 29 among the NRC

17 staff, among B&W personnel, among licensee personnel that

18 in-core temperatures, at least five, ranged in the area, in

19 the range of 500 to 600 degrees? Can you answer yes or no,

20 Dr. Zebroski?

21 A. Can'I.ask for one bit of interpretation, of the

27 word "cencern"? If the question is to have me project the(')
V!

23 state of mind of someone else, the answer is clearly no.

24
I

.

Q Was there a concern that these readings were still,
,

( !

M high on March 29 at approximately 3: 30 p.m.? Do you know of

_ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ -_____ . _ _ . _ _ _ - .
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1 any concern expressed about that?

2 A With that level of specificity, the answer is no._a

3 0 Did you know of any concern expressed about high
'

,

4 in-core temperatures , of f-normal, high, in-core temperatures in

5 this range on March 29?

6 A We were generally aware that there was concern of

7 high in-core temperatures, yes, but this specific five, I

8 couldn' t say.

9 G I'd like to refer you to page 6 of Mr. Seelinge r 's

10 notes. Again, that is page 4 of TMIA Exhibit No. 2. It

11 indicates, does it not, Mr. Seelinger noting --

12 JUDGE SMITII: That's page 6, the fourth page?

13 MS. BERNABEI: That's correct.

14 BY MS. BERNABEI:

15 G -- a concern among NRC, B&W personnel and licensee

16 pe rsonnel that the re were measured in-core temperatures in the

17 range of 500 to 600 degrees Farenheit?

18 A I read those words, yes.

19 G Were you aware of concern on the NRC's part on

M March 29 about 9 : 30 p.m. of hot spots in the core?

21 i A, go,
I
i

- 22(] O Were you aware that in-co re thermocouple readings
i 1 |

23
| for March 29 and apparently Ilarch 30 had a wide va ri a tion ;

24 some read high and some read low?em
() l

'

23 | 3, ycs,
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1 0 And that would indicate to you, would it not, that

- 2 in fact there was structural core damage? It would be one
|

3 indicator of that?

4 A No.

5 G It would not?

6 A It would indicate doubt on the heat calibration of

7 the thermocouples, but not necessarily structural damage.

8 g It is one indicator, if the thermocouples are

9 operating properly, of structural core damage; is it not?

10 A In the light of later mor.ths of analysis, that is a

11 totally accurate statement. At the time, we could not draw

12 that i n fe re nce .

13 0 At the time, if one believed the thermocouples were

14 functioning properly and one saw a wide variation in the high

15 and low measurements for in-core temperatures, one could

16 conclude at that time that there was structural core damage?

17 A It would be a highly doubtful conclusion.
,

I
18 G I'm asking you to accept my premises fo r the moment;

19 the thermocouples were functioning properly. If one assumes --

20 A. Accepting that highly doubtful premise, the answer

| is yes,21

|

(~'1 22 ! O Assuming, Mr. Zebroski, that you had avaliable to
( / I

| you at the time you made your assessment of core damage which23

21 you describe on page 6, assuming that you had available to you,m
( )

25 in the March 30 to April 4 time period in-core thermocouple
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1 temperature readings from March 28, the 51 or so readings;

2 assuming that you had available to you all the reactor coolant

3 samples that had been taken up to that point; assuming you

4 also had available to you all the reactor building atmospheric

5 samples taken, including the ones with which you are now

6 familiar, would that change your opinion or assessment as to

7 the degree of core damage?

8 A I guess I have lost the point of, at what time of

9 that perception?

10 G March 30 th rough April 4.

11 A. Assuming you had full knowledge of the subsequent

12 months on March 30, is that the question?

13 A No. Assuming you had additional knowledge to the

14 one that you had testified you did have. Assuming you had the

15 in-core temperature for March 28, that is the set of 51

16 readings --

17 A Yes.

18 G Assume that you had all the reactor coolant samples

19 that had been taken up to and through that period.

20 g, yes,

21 g Assume also you had the existence o f any reactor
!

22(] building atmosphe ric samples othe r u ian the one you had
N. _ '

23 i mentioned.
O

24 ] A, yeg,p.

N] I'
25 Q Would that change your assessment al to the degree

i

.

. . _ _ . _ . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ .
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1 of core damage as expressed on page 6?

/ 2 A In the sense of ability to analyze it at that time,

3 the answer is no, it wouldn't change.

4 G Referring you to page 7, the last sentence of thes,

5 first full caragraph, you state in the sentence,"There was an

6 evident need to determine whether some hydrogen cylinders or

7 piping might have leaked hydrogen into the containment...."

8 Was the re at that time or any later time any evidence

9 that that had occurred, that is that hydrogen had been leaked

10 into the cor.tainment from hydrogen cylinders or piping?

11 A The evident need simply says that there was an

12 intent to investigate. The result of the investigation --

13 0 Can you answer my question yes or no? Was the re any

14 evidence at that time or any later time that that in fact had

15 occurred?

16 li. The implication of the question is that it was

17 ridiculous to investigate --

18 0 Dr. Zebroski, you do not have the right to in te rp re t

19 or othe rwise reph rase my questions. If you can answer my --

20 JUDGE SMITil: Yes, he does have that right. lie has a

!

21 , right to understand the question be fore he is called upon to
l

22 | answe r it. lie has that right and duty.gm
(

23 t1S . DERNADEI: I do not think he has a right to comment

h
24 i on the question. flay may not think it's appropriate --

7
( ) |

25 JUDGE SMITil: Let's begin again.

|

_ - _
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1 BY MS. BERNABEI:
._

2 G Did you have any evidence in the af termath of thes_-

3 accident or at any time up to the present that there was any

4 hydrogen cylinder or piping leaking hydrogen into the

5 containment?

6 A. Upon investigation, the answer is no.

7 G Did you have any evidence before your investigation?

8 A It was j ast a reasonable question to ask.

9 G So, the answer is no?

10 A Well, the evidence that possibly a burn had occurrec ,

11 you had to look at all possible sources of hydrogen.

12 MS. BERNABEI: May I request that the witness be

13 directed to give a yes or no answer?

14 JUDGE SMITH: No, I don't think so. The difficulty is,

15 you are using the word " evidence." And he has trouble, I

16 believe, with using that word. It's an imprecise term. I

17 don't think he can do any better than he is doing. So, I deny'

18 your request.
I

19 BY MS. BERNABCI:
i

M | G Dr. Zebroski, on page 10, you describe the
1

|
organizing of the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center in May of21

'

, x, 22 1979; is that correct?,

! t )
xs

]t
-

23 A. Was the o rganization co rrect, or was the page

24 correct?s

( )
x_/ ;

25 G Listen carefully, please. On page 10, you describe,

_. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 do you not, the organizing of the Nuclear Safety Analysis
_

2 Center in May of 1979?

3 A. It is correct that I so describe it.
-

4 G And it is fair to say that you were the director of

5 this ef fort?

6 A. I was appointed director.

7 G You were the director?

8 A. I was appointed and served.

9 G When were you appointed?

10 A. I have asked that question, too. ' he only objectivei

11 evidence I have is that I issued a letter to organize the s tudy

12 about May 3. So, sometime before May 3 I was appointed.

13 G This study and the resulting report relied on hard

14 data -- that is, the analysis of instrument records and not
i
!.

15 | operator interviews; is that correct?
I

16 A. That was the intention.

17
g G You state on page 10 that you had the f ull support

18
{ and help from GPU and plant pornonnel; in that correct?
|

19 j A. Three people were annigned to us, yes.
I

20 G Now, the re we re two supplernents innued to the

21 original NSAC report, is that co rr e c t?

22(] A. That in correct.
L'

23
h G The original report wau innued in July of 19797
0

24 1 A. Strictly speaking, there we re many nupplements.g
t !

. _ -

| The re we re two nupplerento innued prior to the March, 19802.''

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _. _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 version which was believed to complete the description of the
~

2 sequence of events.

'a There has ,been a series of roughly 25 reports over the
_

J 4 years delving into the research implications of some of these

5 things.

6 0 Le t 's s tart with the report you referenced. The

7 firs t repor t, NSAC-1, was issued in July of 1979; is that

8 correct?

9 A Correct.

10 G The first supplement was issued in October of 1979;

11 is that correct?

12 A Correct.

13 0 Now, starting with the fi rs t report, in this report

14 | you did not have available to you, did you, certain primary
h

'l
15 isystem hot-leg temperatures in compiling this report?

l

16 l A. Sinco you asked that quention at the deposition, I
i

l
i did investigate that. To the bent of our knowledge now, we17

|

18 | did have that in formation on film but didn't reduce it to a

19 | plot because of the very fuzzy nature of the data. It wasn't

20 reduced to a plot until Inter.
,

21 : G It in f air to nay i t was not included in the NSAC-1,

22 that i n l'igu re Til- 1, primary syntom t emperaturon?

21 A. I t wan not included, but it'n implied in the work itg

h
24 progrenn linted in the indor..

()
'

25 | Q. I,et rne try once more. Thone temperaturen -- t.h a t i t. ,

_ _ _ _ _ __. _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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1 the measurements of those temperatures -- are not included on

2 any graph or plot which occurs in NSAC-1; is that correct?-

3 A Correct.

s 4 0 Now, those temperatures are, howe ve r , included or

5 plotted in the firs t supplement issued October, 19797

6 A. Correct.

7 G Now, is there any reference or other substantiation

8 of your view that you had available to you at that time those

9 specific temperature measurements ?

10 A. Yes,

11 0 Whe re in NSAC-l?

12 A. It's not present in NSAC-1. If I may answer the

13 thrust of your question, there was a great deal of work in

14 progress --

15 0 Le t r"e junt clarify --

16 A. that we did not publish ----

17 0 Can I just cla ri fy , Dr. Zebronki, it does not.

18 appea r in NS AC-1; in that correct?

19 A. Th a t 's co r rect .

M MR. 13 LAKI: ; Would you allow the witness now to complete

21 hin answe r, Mn . lie rnabe i ?

| MS. BI:RNAllE l s I just wanted an answe r to my question.jq 22

'v'
23 I don't thirik the re ' n a pending q uen t.lon.

24 Till: WITN!:SS : May I call to your attention, though, that

'\'
25

'

we now know that we had iL on f1in he fore that; we junt hadn't

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 reduced it to a plot.

| <

2 JUDGE SMITH: liow are you progressing?

3 MS. BERNABEI: I am almost done.

.- 4 BY MS. BE RNABEI :

5 G I just have one furthe r set of ques tions . You

6 state in your testimony that you were aware, to cause ignition

7 of hydrogen, it was necessary that the amount of hydrogen

8 reach 4 percent of the total containment volume; is that
i

9 Co rre ct?

10 A. That is not correct.

11 G That is correct?

12 | A. That is not correct.

13 G Let me re fer you to page 7. Does it not indicate

14 ! that hydrogen as low as 4 percent in air is known to be capable
l

15 ! of ignition?
I

16 | A. That is clearly not the total for containment volume .

!

17 G Excuse me?

|18 A. That is clearly not re ferring to the total contain-

19 ment volume.

|

20 ' O Le t me ask you the question directly, thon: isn't
L

21 ] it true that in order to have an ignition of hydrogen in the
3

p 22 l containment, one would req ui re a round 4 pe rcent o f the total
C ]

23 volune?

24 A. Definitely not.c.
( )

'

x'
25

'

G ho aren't talking about localized ignition.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 A. I'm talking about localized -- the answr to your question
,

2 implies that localized is an option. You cannot have

3 independent knowledge that it 's homogeneous when it can' t be.

4 G Assuming for the moment that it is not localized

5 ignition or combus tion, in order to have ignition of hydrogen--

6 Dr. Zebroski, i f you would --

7 A. Do I have to accept assumptions which are contrary

8 to common scientific knowledge?

9 JUDGE SMIT!!: You might have to. That, I am afraid to

10 say, is sometimes the course of legal proceedings. But when

11 those assumptions are contrary to all scientific knowledge, I

'
12 certainly hope that you will bring that to our attention.

13 T!!E WIT!'ESS : Thank you, sir.

14 JUDGE SMITil: llowe ve r , you do have to allow Ms. Bernabei

15 to approach her case in her way and do it the way she sees fit.
1

16 He would appreciate it if you would do that.

17 BY MS . BC Pl1AllEI :

la G Mr. Ze b ro s k i , assuming for a moment that we are

19 talking about n.nbu,s t i o n in the entire volume of the contain-

20 mo n t. , one vauld need to reach 4 percent volume of hydrogen in

21 the total volume of the containment to cause any ignition or

22 combustion; la that correct?(q
'

( -

23 A. You, given your assumptionn.

24 I JUDG!: SMITil I might explain, I appreciate your
( ,),,

I

2 *> frustration in the acienti fic --

. _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ -
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1 TIIE WITNESS : I am just trying to be accurate, sir.

2 JUDGE SMIT!!: IIere 's how it works . She can ask you

3 statements based upon assumptions. You give an answer, and

4 you say, "Well, jiminy, that's not a very good assumption. I'n

5 afraid we're going to mislead."

6 But when she gives you that assumption, if she doesn't

7 establish that that assumption is correct somewhere else in the

8 hearing, then the exchange is without value.

9 Tile WITNESS : That helps a lot.

10 MS. BERNADEI: I could just represent that in fact

11 Mr. Lowe has already represented that the assumption in this

12 question is correct.

13 BY MS. BERNADEI:

14 G Assuming fo r a momen t --

15 MR. BLAKE: I beg your pardon. I cannot let that gc; by

16 !without at least saying that the record will stand for itsel f
I

17 with res pe ct to Mr. Lowe.

18 MS. DERNABEI: I think it will.

19 JUDGE SMITil: I am only trying to make Dr. Zeb ros k i feel

20 a little more comfortable in what he perceives to be an
i

21 illogical procean.

22 MS. DE RN ADf:11 If I can just note, I think Mr. Inwe'n

23 testimony will stand for his underntanding --
|

24 | JUDGI; SMITil I don't even want to arguo that point, i

O "

25 MS. DI:RN AHl:I I don't, e i the r .,

i

.
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1 JUDGE SMITil: I'm talking to Dr. Zebroski.

2 SY MS. BERNABEI:
h

3 Q Asswaing that there is at least a 4 percent amount

4 of hydrogen in the total volume of the containment -- you're

5 with me?

fi (Witness nodding a f firmatively. )

7 0 Assuming that is a fact, what amount of zirconium --
i

b8 and assuming that that hydrogen was produced in a water-

9 zirconium steam reaction, what amount o f the zirconium claddinc;

10 or zirconium elements in the core would need to react in order

11 to create that amount of hydrogen, 4 percent of the total

12 containment volume in TMI-2?

13 A. I won't try to do the calculation in my head, but a

14 related calculation is in one of the exhibits which I submittet ,

|15 which actually showed a larger amount than 4 percent was

16 finally analyzed, and 4 percent would be the proportional

17 amount to the amount which aus finally analyzed.

1R O And what is your answe r, Dr. Zebronki?

|
19 | A. An I say, I can't do the calculation in my head. I

!
20 can give you a method for deriving the answer, that it is a

| subntantial portion of the actual amount which in listed in21

!

22 that appendix, and you can look at that if you would like.g
23 G We don't have your exhibits before un, and I

hremindedyouof that be fore . llaven ' t you ten ti fied in yourM

@ 1

B deposition that a rough en tima te of the zirconium elements

il

n

0
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1 which would need to react in order to create 4 percent
-

2 hydrogen would be approximately 15 percent of those elements?

3 A. If you had to make a first guess, short of a

4 calculation, we would expect that to be within a factor of twox-

5 or three.

6 G We're talking about 15 percent?

7 A. 15, yes.

8 G And I believe that's what you testified in your

9 deposition, is that correct, a ballpark figure of 15 percent?

10 A. Yes, with the understanding o f the word "ballpark. "

11 G I believe you testified that that is zirconium

12 elements, not necessarily zirconium cladding; is that correct?

13 A. It would be the total inventory of the zirconium,

14 yes.
,

15 G But the large majority of that would be the

16 cladding, zirconium cladding?

17 ! A. If you add end plugs, I would agree with that;

18 cladding alone -- a large fraction.

19 G It's fair to say that in order to create a volume of

20 4 percent hydrogen in the total containment of TMI-2, one wouli

21 need to see, in a gross sense, 15 percent oxidation of the

22(-] zirconium elements, primarily zirconium cladding?
u

|23
A. of that order, yes, a.nai1 park rigure.

2._
( )

~

25
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1 G From your testimony, I also understand that you

2 do not believe that 15 percent oxidization of the zirconium

3 cladding would necessarily indicate core damage; is that

s 4 correct?

5 A That's correct. My testimony says that if it was

6 uniformly distributed you would still have the metal structurc

7 intac t , as an analogy to the rusty iron pipe.

8 G What scientific basis, what scientific articles

9 or authority do you have to make the statement that 15 percent.

10 oxidization of the cladding would not necessarily indicate

11 core damage?

12 A. I don't think a paper on that subject would be

13 accepted in any journal since it is common sense that-if

14 you take 15 percent of the pipe 85 percent is still there.

15 G This is common sense?

16 A. If you don' t know whether the distribution is

17 I uniform or localized, you would have to start off with the

i
18 assumption of uniform; so the presumption --i

19 Q llave you --

20 A. -- is the the metal core remaining in the starting

21 point for the investigation.

22O i G Are there any NItC regulations which address whether
V |

23 or not oxidization of 15 percent of the cladding would

|
24 indicato core damage?:q i

,

,

|
25 JUDGE SMITil You are nkipping the caveats that he

- - - - - -- _- -
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1 puts in his answers each time, and that is uniformly

2 distributed.'-

3 MS. BERNABEI: I understand.

4 JUDGE SMITH: So long as everybody understands that-

5 that is implicit in each question and answer along the line.

6 MS. BERNABEI: I don't think that is an accepted

7 principle of analysis in this area, but he can state that

8 that is his understanding; but that's not the premise for my

8 questions.

10 JUDGE SMITH: It had better be. Tho premise for your

11
question had better purport with his understanding of the

12 question. Otherwise we are not going very far.

I3 MS. BERNABEI: Okay, I will be very clear as to the

I4 premise of my question.

15 BY MS. BEP2;ABEI:

16
G Assuming that you know that there has been 15 percer.t

II
h cladding failure oxidation of the zirconium cladding, do

I8 you know of any NRC regulation which defines or guides you
I9 in terms of whether that is serious core damage?

MR. BLAKE: Objection. I don' t understand what the

21
.

purpose of such a question is. The witness hasn't been offered
I

2
(~') l as an expert on NRC regulat. ions or otherwise.
(_; ,

23 i

! Time is getting short; we are all trying to finish.
1

I24
r''y I object..
! ) (~

2.'>
l JUDGE SMITil: You are going to go to 5054 and say:
I

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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1 ah hah; how about that?
,,

--
2 MS. BERNABEI: Right.

3 JUDGE SMITH: He's going to say: well, I told you

4 uniform. And there we are.

5
Let's get there quickly.

6 Overruled.

7 BY MS BERNABEI:

8
G Do you know of any regulations including the

9 acceptance criteria for the emergency core cooling system
to that would indicate that 15 percent oxidization cf cladding
Il failure -- or 15 percent oxidization of cladding or c? adding
12 f ailure would indica te core damage?
I3

A. I am aware that such criteria exists.
I4 4 These criteria would indica te, would they not, that
15 15 percent oxidization of cladding indicates core damage? '

16
A. It definitely would not.

I' (
b That's not the way you read those requlations?

I8
A. I think they are silent on the question of core

I9 damage. They really address the question of what would good

engineering practice be. Good engineering practice wouldn't
1

21
'

be to allow your pipes to rust 15 percent ej ther. It some-

22

(v] times happens, and then you have some margin of safety.
23

JUDGE SMITil: At this point I think there should be

24

q/ limit on your debate about the meaning of that regulation.a
s

'
2r>

MS. DERNABEI: That's finc.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __-__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _
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1 BY MS. BERNABEI:

2 4 Just to make sure I understand: you do not have any

3 scientific basis or authority, scientific article or journal
_

c i

4 which supports your belief that 15 percent oxidization of

5 cladding would not necessarily indicate core damage?

6 MR. BLAKE: Objection; asked and answered.

7 JUDGE SMITil: Yes.

8 TIIE WITNESS: I'm sorry. I didn' t hear the last part.

9 Shall I answer or shall I not?

10 JUDGE SMITil: It is sustained. You should not answer.

11 MS. BERNABEI: I have no further questions.

12 JUDGE c'!ITil: Mr. Au?

13 MR. AU: Mr. Dornsife has a few questions.

I4 JUDGE SMIT 11: May I inquire, Mr. Goldberg, how much

15 questioning you might have?

16 b MR. GOLDBERG: I would estimate 15 or 20 minutos.

II JUDGE SMITil: Mr. Dornsife?

I8 MR. DORNSIFE : Likewise or less.

I9 JUDGE SMITil: You may proceed.

20 CROSS-EXAMINATION

21 BY MR. DORNSIFE :

22(,-]
-

G Dr. Zebroski, these questions are referring to
<-

23
your knowledge of what occurred after you wrote the NSAC

!

24n Report, not at the time of it, not during the early period
'~'

25 '

but your full understanding of what happened.

1
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1 First of all, what is your understanding of how

|

c

(-) 2 hydrogen would have been released to the containment building

3 early on in the accident?

G
k._) 4 A My understanding is that it would have come out

5 through the tailpipe of the PORV and initially be in the

6 compartment containing the tank that would receive that

7 material, and indeed initially be contained within that tank.

8 So the presumption of localization would have to be made

9 until and unless proven otherwise.

10 G Are you aware that the rupture disc on the tank had

11 gone early on?

12 A Yes.

f~) 13 0 And would it have into the containment? ,

G
14 A Yes.

15 G Is it pcsilble, based on that release pathway

16 that there could have been a localized phenomenon, a localizec
,

; 17 burn creating this same transient that appeared in the reactor

18 building?

19 A Depending on the time that was involved -- the
|

N stratification of hydrogen is a well-known phenomenon. It

21
; does not mix uniformly unless you have some sort of either

22
| a fan or some sort of a gradient driving that mixture.

M So the assumption that you would have a localized

24
concentration is always a worry in industrial safety, and

(2)t

25
i we take precautions against stratification, so on that basis

|

!

____ _ - _ _ - _ .__ - _ ________
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1 I would have to take that as starting assumption.

_) 2 0 My question was: assuming that indeed there was

3 a stratification of a localized burn, would it be possible
n

4 to get the containment response, the pressure spike, that

5 occurred from a localized burn?

6 A Depending on the magnitude of the spike. There

| were a great many pressure oscillations in the earlier record7 i

8 on that same recorder, and they were of a similar amplitude.

9 Since there are two pens on the same recorder, a wide range

10 and a narrow range pen, many of those earlier oscillations

11 were of the same amplitude as the ones which were later

12 interpreted as 28 psi. But that assignment can only be made

13 after you were able to clearly distinguish which pen was which.

14 And I have on hear -- I haven't seen the record, but

15 I have on hearsay that the two operator entries in the log

16 listed that pressure spike as being interpreted from the narrow

17 range as in the range of 3 or 4 psi, which is in the same

18 range as the earlier oscillations that had preceded for

19 several hours.

N 4 Isn't it correct that, indeed, a pressure spike

21 well in excess of 3 or 4 would initiate ESF?

22 A That I know of my later knowledge. I couldn't(-)
G'

23 make that distinction at the time.

24 G I'm asking your could a localized burn create7-

('
25 a pressure spike that could indeed initiate ESF?

. . . .
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1
A I would expect that, but I guess I need to say that

~ I have to have two different personae in this. One is from

_

the state of mind of an investigator who keeps options oped
T

until he has a comprehensive picture, and the other is with'~'

5
the full knowledge of access to all data over all times and

6
the analysis that goes with it.

7 In the personae of an investigator I would be happy
8 to say: how close to the pressure sensors did the potential
9

load block reach? If they were far away, then I would have

10
to agree with the assumption of a wide spread pr 3sure spike.

11
If they were nearby, then, as you know, hydrogen in a burn

12
has a flame front which has both a pressure and a temperature

chart -- a pressure and temperature gradient. So if you

14
had a sensor that was nearby, it would respond without

15
necessarily requiring that the entire containment see those

I conditions.
,

17
G Then could, indeed, assuming now that we bad some

18
zirconium cladding reaction and it was allowed to build up

19
over time in the pressurizer, and upon the opening of the

20
blocked valve this hydrogen bubble or whatever you want to

21
call it, the hydrogen burp, was released in the containment,

em 22

( ) | could, indeed, the operators at the time have recognized some
,

L
23

| sort of a chemical reaction, or whatever you want to call it,

24 |
( ') ! a hydrogen burn chemical reaction, but not necensarily

~

v1
associate it with severe core damage?
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1 A My general' answer'to that' question is no, at two

p)(_ 2 levels. The first level is that 'that whole area -- the first
,

3 level.is thatlyou'could have assessed fuel damage.in the

() sense of deterioration _of individual fuel rods over some area.4

5 You could.not.have de'termined,except as a question of

6 investigating, whether that led to structural damage.: .Attthe

| 7 second level.I believe that the question'of hydrogen generatio n

8 and combustion was onlyEvery peripherally involved.in anything'

9 that. the operator was exposed to in their training and

10 education.
,

I

11 They probably had more information on worrying about

'
12 hydrogen explosions from a battery than they had from a

i

13 hydrogen explosion here, since the hydrogen question would

i 14 enter only if they had studied the basis for the ECCS

15 criteria, which is to try to get the water in fast enough to

i ' 16 limit the hydrogen generation to around a' percent or'so'. .

17 As a design criteria, they might have recognizedj

!
18 that the hydrogen was a consideration. I think the issue on

19 vapor adjust in Appendix K would generally have been beyond

20 the trend in the perceptions of the operators. So definitely;

21 I would consider it only a wild guess; even if one of them

4
'

22 or several of them made that guess, it would not be -- a

23 jury of their peers would be very. skeptical of that guess.
,

!

24 G I guess I am not asking you about their trainingj
f

| (
M or their recognization; I am asking: would it have been

.
,

+- * .--,,~.g, m ---,,9 -,.,.,,,,,,y. _,.g m_,, _ , . . , , . , , , _ _ . , _ _ _ , __ , _ , , _
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1 - ph'ysically!possible to have had a hydrogen combustion.in
.

.

Tm/ 2 the containment,without necessarily having severe core
,

3 damage?

h V(N- '4
+

A L believe so, yesi in(the sense of structural'

5 damage, I believe you could have generated hydrogen without
,

6 structural damage.

7 G This is based on your knowledge now after you have
8 done'all of the analysis?

9 A Yes.

{ 10 % Following the pressure spike that occurred at about

11 '

1400 on March 28th, what was the operator's response af ter
,

| 12 that particular time?
'
.

' T 13 A There were quite a number of actions with the

14 block valve and with the make-up pump: and, to the best of<

; 15 our knowledge -- it is not recorded -- the let-down; And

16 all those actions indicated a continuing degree of confusion
,

17
on the issue of low inventory. If you understood that the

|
18- system was starving for water, then you wouldn't have opened

i

i 19 the block valve periodically. You wouldn ' t have . shut Joff ~--f artd
8 maintained the make-up pumps in the throttle c6 ditions, 'and-
21 wouldn't have continued let-down, because all those actions
22

{ are contrary to maintaining adequate inventory.
23

4 So there is no evidence of any change in strategy
1

24

5( )
at that point as far as cooling is concerned?.

25 '
| A Well, over a period of many hours the strategy;

-y

, ,- . . _ , . . - - , - . ---...-,,..-_~,,,,m, ,v...- - -._-- _ ,.,,. - -.. --_.--. . , _ . . . . . _ - . - , - _ , - ,.
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1 changed because the normal shut-down objective of going to

> 2 low pressure injection and natural convection cooling, af ter

3 ten or twelve hours it became abundantly evident that it
.

4 wasn't going to work. At least my recollection is that

5 several people stated that they were telephoning or yelling

6 into the control room to turn on the pumps, turn on the

7 injection pumps; so at some point we had to try to get to that .

8 Specifically, there was quite a bit of testimony

9 that Dick Estelle was telling them to get those pumps turned

10 on. I assume that referred to the make-up pumps. So since

11 the official training strategy was now changed, the actions

12 were finally taken; but certainly in the immediate three or

13 four hour time frame, I think that the actions manifest

14 continuing confusion on the inventory and the significance

15 of the pressurizing.

16 4 Based on your knowledge of the general knowledge

17 of the industry at that particular time frame, and also the

18 training that was given concerning severe core accidents,

19 what do you think would have been the operators' response

M had they have known that there was significant -- that that

21 ignition, that pressure spike was caused by a gross hydrogen

22
('- detonation or burn?
~/

23 A I think if that had been understood clearly, then

24
7- it would have forced the conclusion that the total inventory
'

i

O was very low. That's the only way you could expose a lot of
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1 the core to the steam, was to have a much lower than normal

- 2 inventory of water, and you would take all actions possible

3 toward restoring that inventory of water. Those are the

k_j 4 actions which I see as being confused, and delayed for many

5 hours, even after the hydrogen spike.

6 G Do you think that it is credible to assume that

7 the top plant managers, knowing there was severe core damage,

8 would have left the plant site and told the operators not to

9 make any changes in the system, had they been aware at that

to point?

11 A Well, I have to be even-handed in my answers. In

12 the sense of projecting what the people felt, I would be

13 reluctant to try to answer that. As a personal feeling, I

14 would be inclined to say that they couldn' t have regarded

15 the situation as terribly serious if they left the plant.

16 JUDGE SMITH: I think you are stretching the witness'

17 expertise beyond that for which he was offered, and for what

18 he claims.

19 BY MR. DORNSIFE:

20 G In your testimony on page 3 you state that Dr.

21 Bartnof f of GPU was talking to the research advisory committee

22(~' , on March 29th and again on the 30th?
L)

23 A Yes, sir,

24 G Do you recall any notes or minutes of that meetingr~
1 !

' ~ '

; 25 or what he discussed in general?
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.1 A No, I can 'only infer that he did not communicate---

^(')w ': 2 based on his telephone conversations, with the plant, heLdid'i

3 not communicate the level of seriousness which developed out

4 of the phone call the following-morning. IIis early statements

5 were: we have an, incident; we have had a transient; we have

6- ' lost -- some va'lves were closed that shouldn' t have been closed .

7 So lut had a little bit of the sequence of events, but clearly

8 not_any of'the consequences perceptions in light of what he

9 stated.

10 0 Were you, in fact, at those meetings?

11 A No, sir.

12 I have that only through the notes of the meeting and

13 through the comments of Mr. Levenson, who was there.

l 14 0 On page 5 of your!. testimony you talk about the NRC's

15
| evaluation of the problem with the hydrogen bubble in the

16 reactor vessel, and how that was made aware to the public.

17 Are you aware of at any time the NRC informing the public that

18 there was never a problem from the potential explosion of

19 that hydrogen bubble in a reasonable time after the event

20 occurred?

21 A Yes, I am aware of that. There was a statement on

22 television by Mr. Denton to the effect that our calculations

23 had been conservative, and I believe the report has the exact

24 time and phrasing of that statement.
,J

25
I was just refreshing my recollection by scanning this

here.

|
. . - - - - _ , , - - - , . . . - . . . . . _ _ , , . , , , , - . - _ - . - - . . . _ _ . . , , , , - , _ - - , , _ - . - . , .
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1 0 -But it was never stated p'sitibely,cas you statedo
f-q.

(_f 2 it, that?it was notia possibility?-

3 A It was never stated that: way.
..

~ \) 4 G Going to your Exhibit TMIA Number'2, page'9 --

5 A.. Yes.

6 0 -- this is again based-on your knowledge at this

5
'

7. time of what~the sequence of events was. Do you see an

.8 entry at 2130 that says: H2 in reactor building,-instance of
I 9 loading of equipment which could cause a spark?

10 A' I'm.sorry,'I'm don't see that.
i
!

11 G "H in RB."2

12 A I've got you,
i

13 G Then turn to page 10, the next page. Look at 2100,

14 the entry at 2100. It says: evolving significant gas in

15 MUT, which I assume means make-up tank; correct?
a

16 A I would interpret it that way.
I

17 G " Burped M'JT to vent header, area monitors came up.";

i

18 To your knowledge of the plant, where does the gas go once
,

;

!

19 it gets in that vent header?,

20 .A I have only fragmentary knowledge of that. Some

21 of that gas obviously appeared in the fuel tunnel and in the

22 auxiliary building. through pathways which were not well

23 understood at the time. I think we have a chapter called

24 " Pathways," which addresses that.

25 G You misunderstand my question. The design, when

!
. .. .- . . _ , - .-.. - --...~,....~ ..,.-..-,- - - . - --.....--, - - ,- -.- -.
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1 the gas gets into the vent header, where is the gas supposed

2 to go?

3 A I am not sure of the answer to that. Eventually

4 it goes to the atmosphere.

5 G If I said the waste gas decay tank, would that

6 refresh your memory?

7 A. That is probably the primary intended target. What

8 I am saying is that I also know that some of that went other

9 places.

10 G I am talking about leaks.

11 A. All right, yes.

12 G Would you go to page ll, please; at the top of

13 the page there appears to be a time of 2115. This is apparently

14 instructions to Biehl to get a hydrogen sample and to get

15 an H2 in the decay tanks.

16 Apparently then Floyd after that says: path to decay

17 tank, hydrogen to building. Assuming for a minute that

18 those notes are out of sequence and indeed the notes at 2100

19 and 2115 lead up to the note at 2130 on page 9, wou1~ it not

20 be possible to infer from that sequence, assuming that were

21 the proper sequence, that the mention of hydrogen in the

22(] reactor building,Bensel looking at ecuipment could mean that
G ;

23 the proposed strategy was to evacute the decay tanks back to

24
the reactor building?em

25
A. I don't get the connection of that 2130.
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1 O Well, it says H2 in the reactor building.

_
2 A I see.

3 G Going back to page 10 -- or page 11, it says under

4 instruction to Floyd, second entry: path for decay tank H2

5 to building.

6 A Yes.

7 i G Assuming that " building" means reactor building.--

8 A Yes.

9 A -- is it possible that the note at 2130 -- assuming

10 that the notes are out of sequence -- that that could refer

11 to a proposed strategy to vent hydrogen from the decay tanks
i

12 into the reactor building?

13 A Yes.

14 G Is this also consistent with your understanding of

15 the sequence of events?

16 A I would have to study it a lot harder to give a

17 clear answer on that, but I think it does illustrate one

18 other point, that the concern on localization of hydrogen

19 was well placed because in that case we clearly would have

N been venting hydrogen in a limited volume.

21 G Thank you, Mr.'Zebroski. I have no other questions.

22/~'; JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Dornsife, what did we learn from
w

U that exchange?

24 MR. DORNSIFE: Do you mean the last exchange?cs
( ;'

Q,/
25 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. I just didn't follow it.

t
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1 MR'.. DORMSIFE: I think there was' earlier testimony <that

~/ 2 that H2 in the reactor building meant that somebody was con-

3 cerned about hydrogen from some source in the reactor building,
,

and my postulate -- I don't know who numbered the notes, but4'-

5 if indeed they are out of sequence, that may then be a false

6 assumption.

7 JUDGE SMITH: I see. All right.

8 Mr. Goldberg?

9 CROSS-EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. GOLDEEHi:

11 G Dr. Zebroski, on the first page of your testimony

12 in the last sentence you talk about the major area of your

13 specialization during the period of 1965 to 1976 was the

I4 behavior of nuclear fuel under various operating conditions,

including transients and accidents.

16 Does that area of specialization include fuel damage

resulting from transients or accidents.

I8
A. Yes.

19
G On page 6 of your testimony you mention the analysis

20 which is contained in Wash-1400. Could you briefly describe

21 what is the subject matter of Wash-1400?

22gm i A. "Briefly;" that's a tough assignment, but it is)
./

23 an attempt to make an analysis of all of the events which

24
77 | would be conceived to lead to a release of radioactive
L.)

25
activity to the containment and to the environment; and
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1 specifically since the cushion of release to the environment

2 was the dominant safety question, it focused upon sequences

3 which could lead to core meltdown, and specifically did not

{ l
' ' 4 investigate intermediate states of damage which did not involve

5 core meltdown. And I believe that one of the appendices noted

6 that that was an area for future investigation and was beyond

7 the state of the art to analyze at that time.

8
G Was the TMI-2 accident which occurred on March 28,

l 1979, as we know it now, one of those intermediate states8

|
'

10 which were not considered by Wash-1400?

II A I believe that is correct.

12
G Nor was it considered by any other publication to

I3 your knowledge; is that correct?

" A The "any other" -- well, I am aware that at the

15
level of individual fuel rod damage experiments connected with

16 ECCS, that individual fuel rods had been driven to extensive

I
damage, even to f ragmentation. I think the PRTR reactor had

18
had an accidental channel blockage, and that both severely

19
oxidized and actually fragmented some fuel rods, so there

20
was the possibility of doing that if you had prblonged mis-

21
management through heat production and cooling.

() At that level, the fuel element level, the research!

23
community was investigating for those kinds of phenomena.

24

(~/)
[ That had not yet entered the access analysis community, per

x_ g
se.
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1 G On pages 6 and --

- 2 A May I supplement that statement?

3 g yes.

4 A I would like to respond also to a point raised by

5 Ms. Bernabei that I criticized the NRC. I definitely did

6 not criticize the NRC. I was criticizing the state of the

7 art of that topic at that time, acknowledged by all the

8 people in the field; so this, in my thinking, did not constitute

9 a criticism of any agency. My criticism, if any, was restricted

10 to the question of perception of generation of oxygen in the

11 presence of excess hydrogen. I think that percerption was

12 well known in the textbooks, and I think that within the NRC

13 staf f itself there is a good deal of rueful regret on that

14 subject.

15 G On pages 6 through 8 of your testimony, you talk

16 about the amounts of iodine that were detected on March 28th,

17 March 29th and March 30, in that time frame in 1979. Based

18 on the prevailing state of knowledge that existed in that
1

19 time frame of 1979, were the iodine readings which were

20 actually taken indicative of core damage?

21 A I guess the short answer is no. May I explain my

22(~'; answer?
E_/ !

23 | g Yes, please.

24 A On the Wash-1400 basis you would have expected a,rw
\ <

~

25
release of the iodine content of the pellet body, itself,
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1 rather than just the iodine in the fuel clad gap. If you

2
had a perforation of the cladding you would expect that there

3
would be easily available iodine in the fuel clad gap, which

' 4
is a small percentage of the total inventory. If you have

5
the structure of the melting of the pellet, under the then-

6
state of the art knowledge we would expect a very large

7
fraction of the iodine, 57 percent or perhaps even more; and

8
that clearly is not the case.

9
That explains my answer, that you would not incur

10
structural damage,at that state of knowledge.

11
G You were asked a number of questions by Ms. Bernabei

12
concerning thermocouple readings in the period of, I believe,

I3
March 31st to April 4th and your knowledge of those thermo-

14
couple readings.

15
Do you have any idea as to how many thermocouples there

16
were at TMI-2?

17
A I would say in plants in general the numbers would

18
be many hundreds.

19
Q Do you have any knowledge as to the frequency with

20
which readings were taken in that time period of March 31st

21
to April 4th, 1979?

- 22 {
( ) j 1 Most of the significant thermocouples are on
</

23
recorders or can be queried by the plant computer. Some are

24
/~ multipoint recorders and are not routinely read out in the

.

R.

control room. Again, I can't make a distinction by presenting
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1 ~ a fraction. It varies from' plant to plant.

O'. 2 g Are you aware of thermocouple readings being taken

'

3 by the Nuclear: Regulatory Commission in the period.of March

4 31st through April 4th?

5 'A No. We understood that such'information would be

6 gathered. That was one of the few bits .of information which

7 we knew was not available to us.

8 0 At this time are you aware that during th'at time

9 period the NRC in fact were taking thermocouple readings? >

10 A Only as hearsay. I have no solid knowlege of that.

11 4 I would like to direct your attention to TMIA

12 Exhibit 6, which are the notes, the RAC notes of March 29th

! 13 and 30th of 1979. Do you have that document in front of

|- 14 you?

| 15 A' Yes.
!

j 16 G I would like to refer you to page 4 of that
t

f 17 document. Ms. Bernabei asked you a number of questions about

18 the phrase "significant core damage." Do you see that ,

19 phrase there?

20 A Yes.
I r

i

4 Did I understand your testimony correctly earlier21 .

22 to be that you have no knowledge of whether Mr. Dieckamp

23 actually made an assessment that there was significant

24 core damage apparent as of the date of these notes of March :

O i

29th and 30th? h"
I

. _ _ _ _ , _ . _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ . _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ .
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1 MS. BERNABEI: I am going to object. That is a

2 mischaracterization of his prior testimony.
|
1

3 MR. GOLDBERG: That's what I am trying to get, an under- |

c
'

4 standing of his prior testimony. That's how I understood it,

5 and I would ask the witness to explain if that was his prior

6 testimony.

7 MS. BERNABEI:, I object, that that is a mischaracteriza-

8 tion.

9 JUDGE SMITH: Based upon Mr. Goldberg's explanation

10 of his question, I don' t think that you have any objection.

II lie is trying to establish the testimony.

12 Overruled.

13 THE WITNESS: This is third-hand evidence because in

I4 the first hand Mr. Dieckamp says something, and in the second

15 hand Mr. Kunder understands something, and in the third hand

16 the secretary writes something down, and in the fourth hand

I7 we read it here; and we further recognize the imprecision of

I8 the use of the word " core damage" versus " fuel damage." So

I9 I can only say that I see those words, but certainly on present

* assessment it was not possible, even if somebody had been

91 able to read and integrate all of the 2,000 signals in the*
,

|

I

22 | control room, to make that statement with any degree of con-''T(V
23 fidence. You could only state that there was clearly fuel

24 leakage and release of some fission gases and some iodine,(m)
i_/

25
but it would only be a surmise that there was core structural
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1
_

damage; -and -I am using " core damage" in the sense that we

,'i
'

2 discussed at the deposition and earlier today, that core\
;

i

3 -damage means core structural damage so you would have to go
r

,

[
4 through and replace it.

5
: 0 Even as a surmise, do you have any first-hand know-
:l

6 ledge that Mr. Dieckamp ever'made-that' statement, as reflected
,

i
7 in these notes?

i

i
8 A. As I say, I have only. fourth-hand knowledge.

9'
[ JUDGE SMITH: I hope you are not going to go very far. *

1

|
10 It would be very unfortunate if your questions along these

J

II lines generated another round of questioning,,a very highly

12
| unreliable round of questions and answers such as we developed

13 this morning. I think that the information -- I just hope

14 you don't go very far.

15 MR. GOLDBERG: We will not.
1 -

16 JUDGE SMITH: We have spend an awful lot of time on

I 17
j puff, you know. f
i -

18 MR. GOLDBERG: That's exactly right, Judge Smith, and
}

19 the record will show that th'is morning during Ms. Bernabei's

j 20 questioning she repeated that af ter Mr. Zebroski testified i

1

that he had no first-hand knowledge that Mr. Dieckamp actually f
21

22
made that statement. She repeatedly mischeracterized his

i 23
{ statement as if he knew that Mr. Dieckamp made that assessment ,

i

j 24
and that's the purpose of my --i O

[ MS, BERNABEI: Let me just --
!

i

)
! ., . -

, _ . - _ , . . . . _ , _ . . . , . , _ . _ . _ , , . , , . . , - , _ _ . . . _ , , . - - . ~ , . . . , _ - . . . . - - , , , _ , , _ . _ . . _ . _ , . - ,
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1 JUDGE SMITII: Wait a minute; I am not criticizing Mr.

'- 2 Goldberg. I am just trying to tell the parties: enough already ,

3 you know. We have heard all we want to hear.

4 MS. BERNABEI: Let me just state for the record the

5 reason I asked Dr. Zebroski about these particular minutes

6 is he relied on them and represented what they said in his

7 testimony specifically on page 3.

8 JUDGE SMITil: No, Ms. Bernabei. I understand your

8 point. My point is much more narrow, and that is we have

10 spent too much time on non-probative testimony in this particu-

11 lar hearing.

12 BY MR. GOLDBERG:

13
G Dr. Zebroski, you were asked a number of questions

I4 concerning the steam bubble that may have been suspected on

15 Ma rch 29th. Do you have any knowledge of whether Mr. Kunder

16 reported 'to the NRC on March 28th in the morning about 9:25

| that there was in f act a steam bubble in the primary system?II

I8
A. I have no such knowledge.

I9 0 When you use the phrase " core damage," what do you

20 mean by that phrase?

91
t. I think you can define about eight shades of gray

~

22/^h - between normal fuel and the fuel leakers and so on and coreG |
23

melt. I think the simplest and most powerful distinction

24 |p in that gray scale, it seems to me, is the level of structural
, t <

i
i

i -

o5'
damage where you can no longer remove the fuel and replace
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1 it. If you have anything substantially short of that, you

- ' 2 would have a radioactive problem in clean-up, but, in principle ,

3 the fuel could be pulled out in a matter of days or weeks after
,

4'
you had access to the core, replaced and the plant would still'

5 have operability as a power plant.

Once you have that level of fuel that the fuel starts

7
to f ragment and collapse, you are in an entirely different

a
regime and so forth; and so in the measure of the seriousness

9
of the event, given that the radiation release reaches

10
relatively high levels early in that gray scale, then that

11
is already serious. If you then talk in terms of the plant

12
viability, there is an enormous step in seriousness when you

I3
have the gross structural damage so you can't replace the fuel.

14
G One final question, Dr. Zebroski: again with

15
respect to steam bubbles, do you know, is there a termperature

16
of steam above which the IIPI pumps could not collapse the

17
steam bubble?

18
A Yes.

19
G Is there a term for that temperature?

20
A Critical temperature.'

21
MR. GOLDBERG: Thank you. I have no further questions.

22e

(m) MS. BERNABEI: I'm sorry. I didn't hear that last
v

21
answer.

24

('~~'j; TIIE WITNESS: Critical temperature.
%-

(Pause.)
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1 JUDGE SMITII: Dr. Zebroski, the Board has no questions

2 of you; however, we do wish to give you an opportunity to

3 consider whether you felt that any of your answers -- that

4 you were not permitted to give a complete answer to any

5 questions, if there was something that was left dangling

6 because of the objections and interchange among the lawyers

7 here.

8 TIIE WITNESS: Yes, I have two points. I think it

9 was the series of questions on when the thermocouple data

10 was available to us. I have reviewed that with the people

11 who were gathered.

12 We had an EPRI employee stationed at TMI working with

13 two GPU people who were assigned to establish an archive and

14 gather all of the data, and we also had an individaal

15 designated to receive and disseminate and interpret what was

16 available as soon as it was received and hang it in our war

17 room and make it available to the analytical group.

18 I talked with all but one of those people directly

19 and through some secondhand also with that missing person, and

20 they all assert that they have no evidence that the hot-leg

21 data was treated in any dif ferent way than any other data.

22 That is it was made available to us as fast as it was possible(~y
's._. J

23 to duplicate it and film it. We, in fact, had it for some

24 time before we knew we had it because it was on microfilm and,_

O
M very difficult to read and only after people had invested

t
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1 quite a bit of effort in deciphering the cloud of points was

2 the hot-leg data which ranged from up to 800 degrees and over

3 plotted as a single line as it appears on our report in the

4 supplement and in the March, 1980 edition.

5 And furthermore, had we considered that data critical

6 to any of the analysis, we would have put much greater effort

7 into pursuing it sooner. As it turned out, it'really had no

8 quantitative bearing. Our understandihg of'the situation was

9 already ample that the temperatures were above saturation

10 temperature for a substantial period of time, and our report

11 plots those time intervals explicitly. So that information

12 was used explicitly in the analysis right'from the beginning.

13 So I will make two points. There is no evidence that

14 there was any delay or withholding of that information. I

15 believe there was some confusion either in my mind or

16 Ms. Bernabei's mind in the deposition whether we are talking

17 about a delay on the hot-leg temperature or a delay of the

18 in-core thermocouples. So there is no question that the in-

19 core thermocouple data was not available until it was

20 discovered sometime in May.

21 Again, as evidence of due diligence on the other side,

22 I think as soon as that piece of paper appeared -- and I

'

23 tracked the paper trail on that by some telephone calls --

24 that it got out to California in a matter of a couple of days.

25 So again, we have no indication that we got other than

i
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1 the full cooperation that they had promised us.

2 Furthermore, on the 51 thermocouple readings, the

3 in-cores, we had hearsay awareness from the plant people that

_
4 somebody had measured extremely high temperatures on the day of

5 the accident; they couldn't find the actual paper; but that

6 that knowledge was available to us, and that they had to

7 measure the knowledge that they were accompanied by some low

8 measurements which appeared incredible because they were lower

9 than the general temperature of the system which was also

10 available.

11 We came to believe the high temperatures f airl;. quickly ,

12 but at least the explanation of why those high temperatures

13 were initially not believed, which is the appearance side by

14 side of incredibly low temperatures, at least that was under-

15 . stood as part of the confusion.
,,

j The fact that we later got the entire 51 readings did16

0

O,not have any bearing on our understanding or analysis of17

IS |the thing. I taink everybody felt that had those really
ii
i

19 i entered into the perception of those people that some of those

N readings were very high and had to be explained, the seriousness

21 of the si tuation might nave come a day earlier.

|22 So that certainly was a regrettable lapse in that transmissionn
NY |

23
'

of data, but the data, which I understand was communicated

24 , clearly -- thct is: we got two high and t'o low readings; wew,

( )
x ~-

25
|, don't know what to believe -- we knew that story.

We came
,

|

o

li

il
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1 to believe the high readings were at least very strongly

l
2 indicative,even without knowing the exact numbers, of a

3 Powerful saturation temperature and confirmed the other

_
4 evidence that people eventually uncovered.

5 When we finally had the detailed readings, they did

6 not really contribute to the analysis. What they did

7 contribute to was we undertook a study of how, given the fact

8 that temperatures above the melting temperature of stainless

9 steel were very likely to have occurred, how could you still

10 be getting any kind of readings on these things.

11 Experimentally, we asked Oak Ridge Natural Laboratory

12 to attempt to reconstruct those conditions; and when they out

13 thermocouples under melting conditions -- that is steel melting

14 conditions -- they couldn't get them to rejoin and function

15 as thermocouples. There were many tries. So there is still

16 a mystery of where those junctions exist and how it is that

17 they are functioning. Some of them are reading very near the

18 right temperatures even today I understand. So that's the

19 subject of investigation.

20 The second point: I would like to respond to the

21 allegation that I was critizing the NRC in any broad way. I

22 would like to make it very explicit that the criticism was7
L)1

23 limited to question of the flammability or explo~ ion potentials

24 of the hydrogen bubble by the mechanism of radiolysis
,_

t < >

'
~

25 producing oxygen under those conditions. I think that is,

|
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1 fairly basic information in reactor operation. |

IJ 2 I think it is regrettable that responsible people,

3 including people with technical director titles were unaware

4 of that very basic fact, which is the basis for the putting_,

5 of hydrogen into all pressurized water reactors from 1955 on.

6 That regret I think you get even with talking with the staff.

7 We should have known that. It is readily admitted.

8 The implied criticism of Wash-1400 or the licensing

9 analysis was not a criticism of analysis. It was a criticism

10 of the -- it was alluding only to the state of the art at that

11 time which had not treated the subject of the intermediate

12 stages between fuel perforation and core melt. That omission

13 both in analysis and data and testing and the state of the

14 art generally was alluded to explicitly in the appendix to

15 Wash-1400. So I think there is not the slightest scintilla

16 of implication of criticism. It is simply a recognition of

17 a widely recognized state of the art at that time as seen from

18 the perspective of the present time.

19 To buttress that point a little more clearly, there had

20 been five years -- at least the last three years have been

21 very intensive -- of research on the subject of the serious

22 accident analysis, the in-core program in the industry, and a,e~3
L.)

23 corresponding effort in the NRC and DOE laboratories and

24 overseas --,_s
/ i'

''-
25 JUDGE SMITH: I might say that we perceive no

i

|
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1 perjorative connotation in your testimony at all. I think

2 we understood right from the very beginning that you were

3 demonstrating a different historical perspective. I am

x -/ 4 concerned about your explaining the testimony, but I'm also

5 concerned about going in the direction in this record in which

6 we have no jurisdiction or no concern.

7 THE WITNESS: I was responding --

8 JUDGE SMITH: We saw no perjorative connotation, how-

9 ever, in your explanation.

10 THE WITNESS: Well, I felt a perjorative connotation

11 in the implication that I was disagreeing and second-guessing

12 the NRC at that time. There was no such connotation in my

8 13 statement.

14 I am trying to make the point that anyone even in

15 the NRC staff today I believe would agree that there has been

16 a need for these five years of research of which three years

17 have been very intensive and many tens of millions of dollars

18 to define, among other things, these intermediate stages of

19 core damage.

M The implication was that we couldn' t do that because

21 somebody was withholding data is what I am alluding to. I am

22 trying to make the point that the inability to analyze it was(~)
%J !

23 I a lack of the state of the art to be able to analyze it --

24 JUDGE SMITH: I think your testimony has made that,_ s

( )
~ ._)

25 abundantly clear.
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THE WITNESS: Thank you, sir; and I am through.

JUDGE SMITH: Before we go to Mr. Blake's redirect,' ~ '

3
do you wish to follow on Dr. Zebroski's explanation?

~''- 4
MS. BERNABEI: You're talking now about the criticism

5
of the NRC staff?

6
JUDGE SMITH: Yes. After we gave him a chance to

7 explain any areas he felt remained unexplained, we wish to
8

give you an opportunity if you see a need for it.

9
MS. BERNABEI: We may offer rebuttal testimony to

10
Dr. Zebroski's in terms of withholding information, but --

11
JUDGE SMITH: That's not my point.

12
MS. BERNABEI: No further ques tioning.

JUDGE SMITH: All right.

14
Mr. Blake.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

,-~s, 22

'~,'

/.3

,,
24

f )
' '' ''

25
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REDIREC M INATIONT5b 1

.fls
BY MR. BLAKE:js34 2

G Dr. Zebroski, Mr. Goldberg, NRC staff counsel,
3

asked you a question about your definition of core damage.
4

The detailed answer that you gave as a definition,is that your
5

definition of how you would use that term today?6

A. I hope I don't have to give a yes or no answer to7

that. I think it would depend upon the context of the use8

of the term, but in general, yes.9

G Was there such a detailed or commonly understood10

definition in being at the time of the TMI-2 accident?
11

A. No. The term was used loosely.12

G That is the term " core damage" by you or your13

peers at your level of expertise or individuals in the opera-34

ting environment; the host of people who came to comment or15

16 make observations about the TMI-2 accident, in your view, would

not have had a common definition of that te rm , " core damage"?17

18 MS. BERNABEI: I object to the form of the question.

It's a leading question.39

20 JUDGE SMITII: Are you waiting for a ruling?
|

21 MR. BLAKE: Yes.

22 JUDGE SMITII: It may be leading; however, it's not
! )

23 likely that Mr. Blake will suggest an answer to Dr. Zebroski.

It's efficient. We are running out of time.24
,

'

25 Off the record for a moment.'

|
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1 (Discussion off the record.)

_ 2 JUDGE SMITH: Back on the record.
'

3 Go ahead.

4 THE WITNESS: Will you restate -- whether that was.,

5 common terminology at the time?

6 BY MR. BLAKE:

7 O That's correct; yes.

8 A The pragmatic historical answer was that we had a

9 meeting of all the known experts we could round up, including

10 the NRC people, on Thursday of the first week of April, and

11 they began to make that distinction between field damage and

12 structural damage in that meeting.

13 But as common practice prior to that time, I would say

14 no. It was the gray scale thet was not understood.

15 G Dr. Zeborski, there were a number of questions

16 asked of you regarding EPRI's or the industry advisory

17 group's access to or availability of information to those

18 grceps in a timely way.

19 Are you aware of any instance in which the industry
!

20 advisory group or, subsequently, EPRI, was delayed in re-
|

! 21 ceiving information or otherwise did not have information

22gS made available to it in a timely way where Mr. Dieckamp could

| G
' 23 have possibly played a role?

24 A Given the last phrase, the answer is clearly no.-,

/ 3
L,)

25 Our evidence, objective evidence, was that Bob Arnold issued
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1 a directive to the staff that they make all of the total

2 information available as promptly as possible to the archivals

3 group under Bob Long; and Bob Long in turn had a directive to

4 make that available as promptly as possible to us. We were
,

5 allowed to station a person there to help with the compiling

6 of the information.

7 MR. BLAKE: I have no more questions, Judge Smith.

8 JUDGE SMITH: Ms. Bernabei.

9 RECROSS-EXAMINATION

10 BY MS. BERNABEI:

11 g I believe in a question posed to you by

12 Mr. Goldberg you stated that you did not believe the iodine

13 readings taken on the date of the accident would necessarily

14 be indicative of core damage; is that correct?

15 A That is correct.

16 Q Do ycu know whether or not GPU management inter-

17 preted iodine readings to indicate core damage on March 28?

18 A. I do not know the answer to that.

19 MS. BERNABEI: I would like to mark as TMIA Exhibit 8

|
20 what has been identified in depositions as the notes of

21 Richard Lentz, the GPU service corporation engineer involved

22 in management meetings at GPU service corporation on the

23 morning of March 28.

24
cm

( )
'~'

25
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1 (Whereupon, the document re-

2
. 2 ferred to was marked as

3 TMIA Mailgram Exhibit No. 8

'
4 for identification.),

5 BY MS, BERNABEI:

6 G Dr. 7ebroski, referring to the second page of what

7 has been marked as TMIA Exhibit 8, specifically item 10 which

8 appears on that page, that indicates, does it not, a linking

9 of high iodine levels to possible core damage?

10 A Excuse me; I'm just getting to that page.

1: JUDGE SMITH: Give me time to write down the exhibit

12 number, get to your page, and --

13 MS. BERNABEI: I'm trying to expedite things. I

14 apologize.

15 THE WITNESS: I'm ready.

16 JUDGE SMITH : Wait a minute. Just a moment. These

17 are Lentz's notes you said.

18 (Pause.)

19 JUDGE SMITH: All right, now start in.

20 BY MS. BERNABEI:

21 0 These notes would indicate, specifically at page 2,

22 item 10, would they not, that there was a link, at least-s

?

v
23 assuming you use Mr. Lentz's notes, of high iodine level to

24 core damage?ps

(
~

M A Certainly questionable.
I

L
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11' G In response to another question by Mr. Goldberg

h ..

4 .

~

(-) .

.you talked about critical temperatures in which _ th9 makeup
.

2
.

'

'
%C

'

,S-
.3 or HPI would.not collapse a steam ~ bubble; is that corr,ec.t?. .

- /~'s
(_f 4- A- (Witness nodding affirmatively.)

. . , , -

5 G That temperature, what are the ranges of criticalg
'

*'6 . temperature?

P

7. A It's within'a degree or-so of 700 Fahrenheit. -
y.

bg, ., s3>

8 .(L It:is fair to say that those. temperatures didLhot

} p
,

exist in the evening of March 28 or' thereaf teriat TM1.,yth,at'9
s

10 is, temperatures of that magnitu'de.

11 ' A That's not a determinable question. It might have

12 existed at some spots locally. But in the context of your

13 question, whether the pump had collapsed the bubble,,they did .

14 not exist over any substantial volume in the system so as to

15 prevent the bubble from collapsing.
,

16 G And that would be from the evening or late fter-
.

17 noon of March 28, thereafter?
I

18 A Correct. '

i ,
'

19 G I believe in your statement that you were invited

20 by the Board to make you talked about the 51 thermocoup1'e, |
|

, readings. I think your testimony was that that'information21
.

i

,
c

! 22f- from those readings was available to you even though you didn't
(_-#

'
23 have the hard data so to speak; is that correct?

,

l

| 24 A The fact that mixed'high and low observations had
' () * '

, ,

M been made was available. '
,

s

%

,,<m--e.r~es* ws - ma u--r* ~w,+=-~*-w w w-- e vs-e-m rw- es -+ ~m~~w-+ se**w~w,ss-.e-n-ame--*---~*=~ew,-sw=mvem--m- e,=,en sww s-v~w-er ewm w ww ,v -~ ~
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1 0 'Now we're talking about the complete or 51 thermo-

2 couple readings; is that correct?

_ 3 A Correct.

_

4 G Is it your impression or your understanding that

5 that complete set of the 51 thermocouple readings was also

6 available to site personnel on the first day of the accident?<

7 A It is my impression that it was available to the

8 technicians who made millivolt measurements, but I have a

9 strong inference that nobody actually completed the conver-

10 sion of those millivolts to temperatures at the time. In

11 fact, the evidence is that it was done on two occasions in

12 the first week of May, once by people working on the archive

13 work under Bob Long, and again by the recorder in Palo Alto

14 at our request.

15 G Let me ask you the question again. I believe

16 your answer is yes. You believe that site personnel had

17 available to them, whether in millivolt readings or in

18 temperature readings, a full set of in-core data, that is,

19 the 51 or so readings.

'

29 A The 51 readings existed, but to discriminate site

21 personnel and those in charge in the control room, I think

22
7 the answer is ro.
\

23 G What is the basis for your information?

24 A. Because there was no evidence that I'm aware of
( I

M that the millivolts were converted to temperatures at that
#

'a
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1 time.

2 O Other than --

3 A The sheet that we got was millivolt readings with-

i 4 out temperatures. Beyond that I won't speculate.

5 I G The basis for your opinion that it was not available

6 to site management was that the temperatures were not con-

7 verted; is that correct?

8 A That's correct.

9 MS. BERNABEI: I have no other questions.

10 JUDGE SMITH: Any further questions?

11 MR. AU: No further questions.

12 JUDGE SMITH: All right, Dr. Zebroski. Thank you

'3 very much, sir.

14 (Witness excused.)

15 JUDGE SMITH: We will meet then Monday at the library

16 of the University Center at 10:00.

17 MS. BERNABEI: Judge Smith, before we adjourn, there

18 are a number of exhibits which I would like to move into

19 evidence. If the Board wishes, we can do that on Monday

N morning.

21 JUDGE SMITH: I think if we can move along, we should

22 do it today while our memory is fresh.(m)
..

23 MS. BERNABEI: They are specifically TMIA Exhibits

24 Nos. 2, 6, 7 and 8.,- ,
i ! ;

25 MR. McBRIDE: Excuse me, just one moment, Ms. Bernabei.

L
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1 Judge Smith, would you object if Dr. Zebroski and I

'

2 absent ourselves at this point?

3 JUDGE SMITH: Dr. Zebroski is excused,

s

4 JUDGE WOLPE: Those numbers again, Ms. Bernabei?

5 MS. BERNABEI: Yes; 2, 6, 7 and 8. I was going to go

6 one by one and describe them.

7 MR. BLAKE: Would the Board object to doing this on

8 Monday as the first order of business? I'm searching here;

9 I can't even find all the numbers yet.

10 MS. BERNABEI: I can identify them and assist

11 Mr. Blake.

12 JUDGE SMITH: I suspect it is going to take s'ome de-

13 bate and argument. We may have the advantage then of the

14 transcript, and I think perhaps it would be better to wait

15 until Monday morning to argue your exhibits.

16 MS. BERNABEI: I have one other request. It does not

17 appear at this time that we have the joint exhibits despite

18 Mr. Blake's representation, and I would request permission to

19 use r_he Board's copy, unless the Board intended to use it

20 this weekend.

21 JUDGE SMITH: I diink it would probably please Mr. Lewis

22 if you were to do that. We have no objections to it.,-
;*

M MS. BERNABEI: Unless the licensee will provide us a

24 copy. We do not appear to have it at this time.,

I \
(|

"
25 JUDGE SMITH: You would understand that you wouldn't
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1 mark on them or anything. I don't want any messages on the

1
'

_
2 exhibits. <

I

3 MS. BERNABEI: I promise.

) JUDGE SMITH : Do you have any objections to that?4
'

5 (No response.)

6 JUDGE SMITH: All right; that's fine.

7 Anything further?

8 (No response.)

9 JUDGE SMITH: We're adjourned until 10:00 a.m. on

10 Monday.

11 (Whereupon, at 1:17 p.m., the hearing was adjourned,

12 to be reconvened at 10:00 a.m. on Monday, November 19, 1984,

13 in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.)
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